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Abstract 
The work presented in this report was done in order to design a pressurized test facility for 
droplet analysis with a laser measurement technique, Phase Doppler Anemometry. The test 
facility was a development work within Chemrec’s pressurized black liquor gasification 
(BLG) project. BLG is a complex process where black liquor is atomized and sprayed into a 
reactor and gasified using pure oxygen. In the process it is crucial that all organic material is 
consumed to produce combustible gases using three stages of conversion: drying, pyrolysis 
and char gasification. 
 
In the end of the conversion, only an inorganic smelt is supposed to remain (ideally). For the 
gasification process, it is important to be fully aware of the spray characteristics created by 
the nozzle that yields an ideal conversion. Therefore a pressurized spray test facility with 
optical access windows for measurements was developed. Parameters that are important and 
interesting to study are droplet size and their velocity. The purpose of the facility is to gain 
quantitative information to optimize the black liquor gasification (BLG) process. 
 
For measuring droplets, a non-intrusive laser measurements system is used called Phase 
Doppler Anemometry (PDA). PDA is the most advantageous technique for measuring droplet 
velocity and size distribution.  
 
The first stage in the work of developing this spray test facility was a brief feasibility study of 
other pressurized spray testing facilities using PDA, to get information of different concepts.  
 
Concepts and configurations of the different parts for the pressurized test facility have been 
analyzed and investigated with a variety of engineering tools. Because measurements with 
PDA are very depending on certain receiving angles a deep review of PDA was performed, all 
to achieve correct placement of the transmitting and receiving optical access windows.  
 
The final design resulted in a standing pressure vessel with height 5600 mm and a diameter of 
500 mm. The test facility was tested and is approved for a working pressure of 15 bar. To 
prevent corrosion due to the future application of black liquor atomization, it was made of 
stainless steel (SS2343). Four optical access side ports were placed approximately 500 mm 
from the top of the vessel. The side port for the transmitter probe is located at 0° and the three 
receiving side ports at 106.3°, 120° and 270°. These angles were chosen to fulfill the 
requirements and demands essential for PDA.  
 
Simulations using CFD have contributed with useful information for the flow behavior inside 
the vessel and how droplets are affected by it. These simulations gave information about the 
flow near the optical access side ports and the necessity of optical clearance. The simulations 
show that recirculated flow carries droplets from the spray that reaches the glass windows, 
which is not preferable as it may interfere during laser measurements. Initial test runs and 
experiments confirm the results obtained from the simulations. The outcome of this study 
became a development of a purging air wall to prevent droplets reaching the glass windows.  
 
Fine polished fused quartz glass, especially suitable for laser measurements is used for the 
glass windows. These glasses are free from inclusions and are distinguished from other 
glasses by good transmission in UV- and the visible spectral range. A solid mechanic 
calculation of the glass specimen was performed to determine the thickness of the glass in 
order to withstand a maximum pressure of 15 bar.  
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An evacuation port was placed in the middle of the vessel to perform evacuation of gas. The 
evacuation is used for both atmospheric and pressurized conditions. During pressurized runs, 
a flange lid with a pressure control valve can be attached to this side port to regulate the 
pressure.  
 
Connections for adding a fluid level gauge were placed on the vessel side. On the top of the 
vessel a unique designed spray lance traversing system were attached on a flange lid. With 
this arrangement the spray can be rotated and traversed up and down through the top lid. This 
device enables measurements in a large part of the spray. 
 
The test facility has been installed and initial test runs performed. Measuring and optimization 
of the facility will continue. When optimized, the results of the measurements from this 
facility will be applied in the BLG project. 
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1 Project description 
The main task was to develop and design a test facility for spray optimization related to the 
black liquor recovery (BLG) process developed by Chemrec. The primary demand was to 
optimize it for Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), a non-intrusive measuring method to 
determine velocity and size distribution for droplets. These measurements would be able to be 
carried out in an environment of elevated pressure. These demands require optical access as it 
is based on laser technology and therefore at least three windows should be included. 
 
In order to perform actual spray tests with black liquor, the test environment must be able to 
resist aggressive media since black liquor is highly corrosive. Therefore it is necessary to use 
a non-corrosive material for the construction. Although the test environment primarily is 
constructed for the BLG project, it should also be able to host other atomization processes in 
both pressurized and atmospheric conditions. 
 
Both the existing PDA-equipment and the available space in the laboratory at ETC limited the 
specifications concerning dimensions and size. 
 
Other desired details that the facility should consist were: a container for the spray-fluid and a 
flexible traversing system for adjusting the spray nozzle placement. 
 
Summarizing these initial specifications: 
 

• Pressure vessel, non-corrosive 
• Pressurized up to at least 8 bar 
• Possibility to run under atmospheric conditions 
• At least 3 optical accesses, as large as possible (PDA-requirement) 
• Flexible spray attachment 
• Container for spray liquid, at least 200 liters. 
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2 Introduction 
For optimal combustion in black liquor gasification (BLG) it is very important to have a spray 
that is fully determined concerning velocity and drop size configuration. If these parameters 
are optimized the BLG process will be more efficient. A vast study of BLG was made to get a 
more comprehensive understanding of the recovery process underlying this project. Also a 
brief review of PDA was done since the existing PDA equipment and its measuring technique 
will limit the test facility.  
Because atomization is the main issue to optimize, an introduction study was made and taken 
into consideration during the construction work. 
 
2.1 Black liquor recovery  
An introduction to the recovery of chemicals and energy in black liquor from Kraft pulping is 
presented here along with a comparison of the traditional Kraft recovery boiler process and 
the novel technology of BLG.  

The chemical Kraft pulping process 
The pulp mill recovery cycle starts with feeding wood chips into a digester where the 
cellulose fibers are separated from the wood by use of a strong aqueous solution, white liquor. 
White liquor consists of sodium sulphate (Na2SO4) and sodium sulphide (Na2S). The white 
liquor neutralizes the strong organic acids and the bounding lignin in the wood cell walls in 
order to separate the fibres that become pulp which is used in paper production. The 
remaining bi-product from the digestive pulping process is weak black liquor.  

Black liquor 
Weak black liquor mainly contains water (~80%), active cooking chemicals used in the 
digester, disolved lignin and other wood substances. To make strong concentrated black 
liquor from the produced weak black liquor the solid content is increased to 70-75 % by a 
series of evaporators. The concentrated black liquor is then thermally converted to an 
inorganic smelt, which is dissolved in water to produce green liquor. The recovered energy 
from the black liquor, marked as steam in Figure 2.1, goes e.g. back in the digester. Most of 
the chemicals in the green liquor that leaves the recovery unit go back in to the pulping 
process as white liquor after a causticizing process. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 The pulping process 
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Thermal conversion of black liquor 
The thermal conversion of the black liquor droplets being dispersed into hot atmosphere of 
the recovery unit will mainly undergo the following stages: 
 

• Drying. Evaporation of dissolved water in the black liquor. 
• Devolatilization (pyrolysis). Release of volatile matter in gaseous form. 
• Char conversion. Gasification of organic carbon available in the black liquor char. 

 
During these stages the droplets undergo morphological changes (swelling porous particle), 
which lead to changes in both the heat transfer and aerodynamic properties of the droplets. A 
schematic sketch over the course of events in the conversion process is presented in Figure 
2.2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Conversion stages of a black liquor droplet 
 
In the first conversion stage, the black liquor droplet dries and loses its contained moisture. 
The rate at which the material dry is controlled by the heat transfer, thus the droplets will dry 
faster at higher heating rates. Then the droplet goes through a pyrolysis stage where the 
organic matter in the liquor degrades, forming various gaseous compounds from volatile 
substances. The rate at which the gases are formed is controlled by the heat transfer rate to a 
droplet where low oxygen content will increase the time for pyrolysis (Frederick 1990). 
 
The resulting gases from pyrolysis are mainly H2, CO, CH4, TRS-gases (Total Reduced 
Sulphur), CO2, H2O and some heavier carbonates (Grace 1992). The result is a swollen porous 
char particle that contains about 25% non-volatile organic coal material and about 75% 
inorganic salts (Na2CO3, Na2S, Na2SO4 and corresponding potassium salts). The charcoal is 
the main frame and the salts are in liquid form (Hupa et al. 1994). At this stage the droplet 
volume might have increased by as much as 30 times the original volume (Grace 1992). This 
is the case for liquors coming from a sulfate mill. For liquors coming from a sulfite mill, the 
swelling is much less (Forssén et al. 2000). The final stage is char conversion, during which 
mostly gas phase species react with organic constituents in the char particle, converting them 
into gaseous species. At the end of the char conversion stage the particle is impoverished of 
coal and collapse to a small droplet of smelt that consists, in the ideal case, only of inorganic 
material. The diameter of the droplet is then about half the original diameter (Hupa et al. 
1994) and consists mainly of Na2S and Na2CO3 (plus Na2SO4 and NaCl). 

Concepts of black liquor recovery 
Two different recovery processes are considered; the recovery boiler and the black liquor 
gasification. The former is the traditional concept used in most Kraft pulp mills today and the 
BLG recovery process is a novel concept that when optimized will be more efficient and 
environmental friendly. 
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2.1.1 Recovery boiler 
The most common recovery boiler used today is of Tomlison type shown in Figure 2.3. A 
recovery boiler acts as a type of high-pressure steam boiler and as a chemical reactor with 
reductive and oxidative zones. Hot black liquor (120 °C) is sprayed into the boiler by nozzles 
right below the tertiary air register. The first two conversion stages (drying and pyrolysis) 
occur very quickly. After these stages most of the droplets fall onto a bed of char were the 
final conversion takes place. The generated inorganic smelt exits the boiler by a channel 
through the reactor wall and is dissolved in water. The resulting combustible gases and black 
liquor char are burned completely by the different air registers along the wall of the boiler. 
This produces steam in the surrounding water pipes of the boiler, overheaters and economizer. 
 

 
Figure 2.3 Conventional recovery boiler 

 
This type of boiler has served the pulping industry for about 70 years and a continuous effort 
has been made to improve its efficiency. However, despite these efforts the Kraft recovery 
boiler still has a relatively low efficiency for generation of electricity (~10%) (Arakawa and 
Tran 2003) and suffers from problems with risk of explosion and tube fouling. 

2.1.2 Black liquor gasification 
During the last decade, extensive efforts have been made in order to develop alternative 
recovery technologies based on black liquor gasification to supplement and/or replace the 
conventional recovery boiler in the pulp mill recovery cycle and get more efficient use of 
black liquor (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 The pulping process with recovery boiler replaced by black liquor gasification. 

 
Three different black liquor recovery processes have been under development in the last 
decade: 
 

• Partial combustion in short-residence-time entrained-flow reactors 
• Partial combustion in long-residence-time fluidized beds 
• Steam gasification in indirectly heated fluidized beds 

 
Chemrec’s pressurized black liquor gasification process (PBLG), which is of the first kind, is 
the most promising alternative.  
 
The Chemrec technology is not ready to be commercialized yet but a lot of research and 
development efforts are made for that purpose. At the laboratory of Energy Technology 
Center (ETC) in Piteå, Sweden, a pressurized black liquor gasification development unit has 
been constructed. This world unique unit (owned by Chemrec) forms the basis of a 
development program of a full-scale commercial unit that would bring Sweden to the front in 
black liquor gasification. 
 
In Figure 2.5, Chemrec’s development plant reactor and gas cooler is presented in detail. At 
the top of the reactor, black liquor is dispersed into the hot surroundings (~1000 °C and 30 
bar) with an under-stoichiometric amount of oxygen by use of a gas assisted spray nozzle. An 
important process parameter is the amount of oxygen supplied. It should be as small as 
possible since it is favorable with a high heating value on the resulting gas for use in a 
combine cycle or chemical process to produce motor fuels. In order to prevent unacceptable 
organic material in the resulting smelt it is important to have a favorable spray pattern  
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Figure 2.5 The black liquor gasification power plant. 

 
resulting in high enough residence times for the droplets, hence the main purpose of a test 
facility developed for optimizing the spray characteristics.    
 
The quench is needed for separation of the different products from the process (gases and 
smelt). The gases rise up to the top of the quench and pass through the counter-current 
condenser where some volatile substances and steam are condensed. And then further on a 
cleaning process before the gas can be used e.g. in a gas turbine to generate electricity.  
In comparison with the traditional recovery boiler where the black liquor is sprayed into the 
boiler as relatively large droplets (~ 1-5 mm), the twin fluid atomizer in the gasifier produces 
smaller droplets (~ 100-300 µm). In addition, pure oxygen instead of air is used as oxidant. 
As a result of this, the residence time can be much shorter than in recovery boilers and still 
result in complete carbon conversion.  

What are the benefits with black liquor gasification? 
One of the major driving forces for the interest in black liquor gasification is the possibility of 
using the product of gas for combined-cycle power generation and/or to produce motor fuels. 
Black liquor with an integrated combined cycle has the potential to double the amount of net 
electrical energy for a Kraft pulp mill compared to an ordinary recovery boiler with a steam 
turbine (Axegård 1999). Another advantage with the pressurized black liquor gasification 
process is the possibility to control the fate of sulphur and sodium in the process. This is of 
great benefit since it can improve the pulp yield for the mill. Some of the disadvantages with 
BLG are the increase in causticizing load and the investment cost for a full scale pressurized 
BLG unit, which is higher then for a new conventional recovery boiler (Warnqvist et al. 
2000).  

Purpose of a test facility 
Independent of choice for a recovery unit (boiler or a gasifier) the conversion stages of the 
black liquor droplets are mainly the same. However, optimization of the spray characteristics 
and the droplet size distribution in gasification process still needs to be improved since BLG 
is more sensitive to droplet distribution than a recovery boiler. The pressurized spray test 
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facility presented in this report will become an important tool to accomplish optimal 
gasification. 
 
2.2 Atomization 
Because of the random nature of the atomization process the resulting spray is usually 
represented by a wide spectrum of drop sizes. Understanding the fundamentals, limitations 
and capacity of atomization devices for various sprays are important factors while designing 
this pressurized test facility. The main priority is to gain reliable information on droplet sizes 
and their velocity leaving the nozzle outlet and thereby define the operating conditions best 
suited for atomization of black liquor. It is also interesting to examine how the atomization 
performance is affected by variations in pressure and liquid quality. 
 
The process of atomization is one in which a liquid jet or sheet is disintegrated by the kinetic 
energy of the liquid itself, or by exposure to high velocity air or gas. It could also be induced 
by externally applied mechanical energy through a rotating or vibrating device. The 
atomization technique that is used in the BLG project is based on the exposure of high 
velocity gas.  
 
Changing pressure and temperature in the environment into which the atomized fluid is 
injected can shift both spray pattern and drop sizes. Different atomizers show various results 
in this area. Studying atomization with laser diagnostics and analyzing the spray 
characteristics one can accomplish efforts in developing better designs for nozzles and/or 
optimizing the operating conditions. 
 
To attain good results in different spray systems in general, a reduction or increase of for 
example mean drop size could lead to better efficiency (combustion systems) or better use of 
an application (crop spraying). With reliable test results of the spray characteristics, the 
atomization rate can be optimized for a specified area of usage.  

Spray patterns 
Sprays can be produced in many ways but the common necessity needed is a high relative 
velocity between the liquid to be atomized and the surrounding air or gas. The spray patterns 
one can achieve with various techniques are: conical, hollow conical and flat sheets. These 
patterns are achieved depending on which technique and nozzle being used. The properties 
and characteristics of such patterns are changing under the influence of ambient conditions. 
The processes associated with the methods of atomization are all based on some basic 
parameters, such as: 
 

• The hydraulics of the flow within the atomizer, which governs the turbulence of the 
liquid emerging from the nozzle. 

• The development of the jet and the propagation of small disturbances that leads to 
disintegration of the fluid into ligaments and then drops.  

 
Since the physical properties of the atomized liquid itself affect the resulting spray, a fully 
turbulent flow can break up without the influence of an external force. When the inner walls 
of a nozzle no longer limit the radial velocity components, the liquid is only held back by the 
inner forces of the liquid i.e. surface tension. High viscosity of a liquid helps to restrain the 
growth of instabilities and delays the disintegration of bulk into smaller particles. This delay 
causes atomization to occur further downstream of a spray and hence the liquid then divides at 
lower relative velocities. As a consequence drop size is increased. 
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There are several direct methods to characterize a spray or a spray pattern. Methods can be 
both intrusive and non-intrusive. The most commonly used measuring techniques today are: 
 

• High speed photography, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
• Laser diagnostics, Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) 

 
The former spray test facility (Figure 2.6) at ETC was used for spray measurements with PDA 
at atmospheric conditions.  
 

 
Figure 2.6 Present atomization unit.
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2.3 Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) 
Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) is a non-intrusive optical technique that simultaneously 
measures size and velocity of spherical particles. Measurements are performed on single 
particles (droplets), thus allowing detailed analysis of the atomization characteristics in the 
BLG process. Aside from droplet size and velocity, particle concentration and local size-
velocity correlations can be determined. Moving the measurement volume in the flow allows 
mapping of an entire flow field. This is an appropriate measurement technique to use for a test 
facility of the kind defined in this project. The measuring technique and its usage were the 
most important parts to take in consideration while designing the test facility and determining 
the placement of the optical accesses. At ETC, an existing PDA system is already in use.  

Basics 
The PDA technique is based on two focused laser beams that intersect with each other to form 
a measurement volume (Figure 2.7). Where the two laser beams intersect, they create an 
interference fringe pattern of bright and dark fringes thus the particle emits light with a 
frequency proportional to its velocity, since the fringes distance is known. The PDA system 
also measures particle diameter by processing the phase difference signal of the scattered light 
between two receiving probes. This signal is converted to particle diameter (Edward et al. 
2002).  
 
 

 
Figure 2.7 Intersecting beams forming a measurement volume  

 
In Figure 2.8, the light scattering in a droplet is visualized by ray tracing. The light, which is 
incident on e.g. a water droplet, is partially reflected from the surface and partially transmitted 
and refracted in both forward and backward directions after one internal reflection. The first 
three scattering modes contain most of the intensity, but higher scattering orders exist also. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.8 Refraction modes for a droplet (Dantec dynamics 2005) 
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With the PDA measurement technique it is possible to perform simultaneous measurements of 
both size and velocity of small spherical particles in gas and liquids flows. PDA is a scattering 
light interferometry method and requires no calibration.  
 
An important property when measuring is the structure of the studied particles. PDA 
measurements assume both spherical and homogenous droplets. If the droplets are non 
spherical, the beams will reflect/refract and travel another way then predicted thus making 
PDA measurements impossible. Also the medium of the drops is important for the 
measurement procedure. The properties important to know are the refractive index and the 
transmittance of the medium. If the medium have a low rate of transmittance it is hard to 
measure in the refractive orders. The reflective order is then a more appropriate mode of 
measuring. With PDA, drop sizes between 0.5 µm to several millimetres can be measured. 
The concentration of particles is very limited for an acceptable measurement signal. The beam 
separation determines the size of the interference pattern in which droplets can be measured 
(Dantec dynamics 2005). 
 
Because it is necessary with optical access to the measurement area, the pressure vessel must 
be equipped with high quality glass windows. The windows must be placed with precise 
relative angles as it is important to receive signals from only one single order of refraction or 
reflection otherwise the measurements will be incorrect. During a PDA measuring session, 
two such optical accesses are used. 

History 
PDA is a rather young measuring technique. The first standard arrangement for the phase 
Doppler technique is shown in the Figure 2.9 and was published by Durst and Zaré (1975). 
The first commercial instrument was introduced to the market in 1984. With this instrument 
the phase difference between two receiving probes could be measured and a signal processor 
handled the signals and converted them to particle diameter (Albrecht et al. 2003) 
 

 
Figure 2.9 PDA two detector set-up (Albrecht et al 2003) 

 
 
 
 
Some applications of PDA in atomization processes are for example: water sprays, diesel 
injection, paint coating, agricultural sprays, medical and cosmetic sprays. In this application it 
is used as an analysing tool to optimize the atomization process of black liquor.  
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PDA equipment 
The PDA system from Dantec dynamics that will be used along with the test facility has a 
focal length of 500 mm and a maximum separation of 80 mm for the two interfering laser 
beams. The measurement volume is movable with a traversing system provided from Dantec 
Dynamics (Figure 2.10). 
 

 
Figure 2.10 Dantec laser traverse system 

 
The traversing system combines automated positioning connected to the PDA system and 
contains of step-motor driven lead screws. With point measurement technique it is possible to 
map the flow either by moving the measurement device horizontal and/or the spray lance 
vertical. 
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2.4 Existing setups of similar facilities 
The articles and facilities presented in this section were used as an inspiration and guidance 
through the entire project. The final design although is completely unique and designed 
especially for BLG optimization. The most interesting pressurized test facilities found are 
summarized with short descriptions and notices for the working conditions.  

2.4.1 JETCOAP 
JETCOAP Figure 2.11, is a very interesting facility with a moving (hydraulic) spray nozzle 
and ambient pressure possibility up to 10 bar with two optical accesses for measurements. 
Unfortunately no detailed drawings or dimensions were found. Tests and PDA measurements 
have been performed on steady flows discharged from a high-pressure swirl injector (Dunand 
et al. 2005). 

 
Figure 2.11 Schematic sketch of the JETCOAP bench 

 
The resulting spray cone affected by pressure and the swirl-injector used is shown in Figure 
2.12. 

      
Figure 2.12 The spray pattern produced under high ambient pressure Right:The swirl injector 

 
In (Prèvost 2000) a facility for atmospheric pressure tests is described called JETLIHV, which 
is a development of the JETCOAP facility. 
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2.4.2 Cranfield University 
The test facility found at Cranfield University in (Zheng et al. 1997) is a large cylindrical 
vessel designed to operate at pressures up to 12 bars. A fuel injector is located at the end of 
the test vessel (Figure 2.13) and is arranged to spray horizontally. The vessel is pressurized 
with the fuel injector and the level of pressure being controlled by means of a spill valve.     

 
Figure 2.13 Test facility at Cranfield University. 

 
The facility has two traversing systems, one for the laser and one for the air box. The 
traversing system for the laser diagnostics is offering three degrees of freedom. The second 
traverse system for the air provides two degrees of freedom box relative the diagnostics line 
of sight and is described in Figure 2.14.  
 

 
Figure 2.14 Schematic sketch of the Cranfield facility (Zheng et al 1997). 

 
The effect on a gas turbine spray structure by ambient conditions for atmospheric (1 bar) and 
pressurized conditions (12 bar) produced is shown in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15 Effect of ambient air pressure (left) 1 bar (right) 12 bar on a gas turbine spray structure. 

 

2.4.3 University of California 
A similar combustion chamber like the one in Cranfield is described by Drenna et al (1990). It 
is located at the University of California at the Institute of Combustion. It is a high pressure 
characterization chamber with optical access (Figure 2.16). The inner diameter of the chamber 
is 381 mm and has a 1219 mm long cylinder welded to an exit cone. Vertical positioning is 
obtained by axial movements of the nozzle tube through a series of threaded shafts. Sealing 
blocks perform sealing between the air nozzle and the vessel. Horizontal movement is 
achieved by a traverse table, which translates the entire spray chamber. It also has screening 
air to avoid droplets ending up on the view ports and disturbing the optics.  

 
Figure 2.16 Spray chamber (Drenna et al 1990) 

 
The optical port arrangement of the spray chamber is illustrated in Figure 2.17. It shows the 
transmitter window at 0° and the receiver window at 150° counter clockwise. The glass 
windows are of Pyrex, which is a type of quartz glass. The diameter of the glass is 165 mm 
and the thickness is 31.75 mm.  
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Figure 2.17 Arrangement of optical access windows (Drenna et al 1990) 

2.4.4 Kobe University 
Kobe University (Ikeda and Zimmer 2001) and Yamada (2002) uses a test nozzle assembly, 
which has a vertical traverse system, mounted in a pressure vessel of 230 mm inner diameter 
and 1300 mm in vertical length. It operates at pressures up to 50 bar and is designed with 
purged quartz windows. Laser diagnostics and chemiliuminescence measurements of 
combustion sprays can be performed from outside the vessel. Optical errors due to the 
elevated pressure are observed and discussed. 

2.4.5 Chalmers University 
Chalmers University of Technology has a test facility for diesel injection applications. They 
use a PDA system in a diesel combustion chamber to find optimal combustion for diesel 
sprays (Figure 2.18). Their goals are to achieve significantly decreased fuel consumption and 
harmful exhaust gas emissions from internal combustion engines. The combustion chamber is 
400×400×400 mm and is able to sustain the pressure up to 100 bar and hot gases at 900 K. It 
is possible to make measurements with laser PDA and high-speed camera for Particle Image 
Velocimetry applications (Chalmers University 2005).  
 

 
Figure 2.18 Chalmers, pressure vessel for PDA measurements in diesel spray. 
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2.4.6 Paul Scherrer Institute 
Dr Bruno Schneider at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) Würenlingen, Switzerland has made 
several publications on diesel sprays. Schneider (2003) uses a fuel cell / injector bomb test 
facility, much like the one found at Chalmers, only larger. The cell allows experiments under 
conditions comparable to those found in real diesel engines. Temperatures up to 800 K and 
gas pressures up to 80 bar can be achieved. The design with up to five sapphire windows 
allows a very good access to the fuel spray for various optical and laser measurement 
techniques.  
 

 
Figure 2.19 ETH:s diesel combustion chamber 
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3 Method 
In this section detailed concepts are described and also a presentation of the engineering tools 
and background theory used in the design of the test facility. Initial considerations that lead to 
the concepts, limitations, restrictions and requirements are also embedded in this section. The 
sequence of design and construction work followed the first list of specifications and 
demands, initially introduced in the Project description.  
 
 
3.1 Main concept: Pressure vessel  
Starting with the initial specification list and the limitations brought by the surrounding 
factors, a decision was made to include the tank for the liquid along with the pressure vessel, 
thus combining the volume in which the spray is injected into with the fluid container. By 
doing this one can easily control the volume of the fluid inside the vessel and also the volume 
that the spray droplets are entering, by adjusting the liquid level. 
 
Studying different facilities, a standing, circular pressure vessel with a diameter range of 500-
600 mm was initially assumed. A smaller diameter than 500 mm is not suitable due to the 
characteristics of both spray pattern and loosing similarity to the real application of the BLG 
reactor. The upper limit of 600 mm is restricted by the existing PDA equipment since a larger 
vessel would restrain the traversing ability of the probes. This diameter range also inherits the 
dimension of the former test facility and the dimensions of the pilot BLG reactor. The 
maximum height of the vessel is decided from the actual space available and the amount of 
fluid the tank is decided to hold. The vessel should also be possible to open from above; 
therefore the upper part was not welded but attached with a flange.  
 
The facility is set to manage a pressure of 15 bar, instead of the initial 8 bar since this would 
make the test-facility more useful for other applications and more analogous to the actual 
BLG reactor that operates at 30 bars. 
 
To find the most appropriate diameter for the vessel, one must consider that the side ports for 
the glass windows placed on the vessel wall should have a length that keeps the windows as 
far away from the spray as possible. The side port length thus limits the vessel diameter but 
also the measurement region.  
 
Further the application is equipped with a number of other side ports. These connections are 
designated to the following equipment: 
 

• Pump 
• Level-indicator 
• Evacuation of air (atmospheric run and pressurized) 
• Spray-attachment 
• Extra inlets for various use 

 
Pressure vessel construction follows the European standard Pressure Equipment Directive 
(PED) guidelines and regulations. Therefore construction drawings must undergo a rigorous 
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inspection process. This process then determines whether the pressure vessel is approved to 
be used in the manner it is designed for. The manufacturing must be performed by licentiate 
welders and tested for the certain conditions it is made. The PED standard EN13445 
(Appendix A) was used to certify the pressure vessel.  
 
 
3.2 Sight glasses 
The main issue when designing the optical access is to obtain perfect optic conditions and that 
no significant bending or collapse of the glass occurs when maximum pressure is applied. If 
the glass bends, unwanted beam displacement would appear, resulting in strenuous 
configuration of the PDA optical setup. The diameter of the vessel is decided with respect to 
the PDA measuring probes but also to the dimension of the optical view ports. To determine 
the length of the side ports the thickness of the glass must be known.  

Glass thickness 
To determine the glass thickness, a Kirchoff plate model was used. This model was used since 
the displacement will be small compared to the plate thickness. Another specification that 
meets the Kirchoff theory is that the characteristic length (diameter) would not be 
substantially smaller (< 4-6 times) than the plate thickness (Eriksson and Sundin 2004). Then 
it is possible to neglect the influence of shear deformation.  
The glass window is attached with a flange connection (clamped) although one should always 
consider a worst-case scenario and in a real application a perfectly fixed support is hard to 
achieve. For extra safety, the best assumption is simply supported ends. A uniformly 
distributed load was assumed in the calculations, which corresponds to the vessel pressure. 

Equation for plates 
When to describe the equation of the model for a circular plate, polar coordinates is general 
used (Sundström 2000): 
 
 Dqw /22 =∇∇  (1) 
 
where w is displacement, q distributed force and D is plate stiffness. Equation (1) is solved by 
integrating four successive times (Eriksson and Sundin 2004). The displacement with 
unclamped boundary conditions like in Figure 3.1 becomes:  
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Maximum displacement w, appears in the center of the plate 0=r . 
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Figure 3.1 Model of an unclamped sight glass 
 
The normal stresses due to a uniform load are formulated with Hooke’s law and assumed 
biaxial stress condition (Lund 2000): 
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Figure 3.2 Stress conditions due to a uniform load 
 
The torques, shown in Figure 3.2, induced by the normal stresses are: 
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Elimination between equations, (3), (4) and (5) gives a relation between tension and torque: 
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Equations (6) yield that the minimum thickness is based on maximum design tensile strength 
found on the surface of a plate at 2/hz = and 0=r . The conclusion is that glass thickness 
depends on applied pressure p0 and plate radius a, as: 
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The formula is derived for room temperature applications for circular glass plates with 
unclamped edges. For measurements, at least two glass windows must be used, attached to 
side ports located on the vessel wall. 
 
3.3 Placement of optical access 
To achieve a more flexible facility four optical accesses instead of three were decided to be 
placed on the pressure vessel. The mutual placement of these window attachments are very 
critical for the application of PDA as they define the region of measurement and the optical 
configurations in which measurements can be made.  The placement is bound by two main 
criteria: the PDA configuration and the strength of the wall. The strength is affected due to the 
circular opening that weakens the vessel wall ability to withstand the forces induced by the 
applied pressure.  

Definitions for PDA 
The PDA configuration appoints the first indication of placement. To achieve good results, a 
certain range of off-axis or scattering angels between the transmitter and the receiving optics 
are preferred. The PDA set up and the certain angles are described graphically in Figure 3.3, 
(Dantec dynamics 2005). 
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 θ:  Angle of beam intersection  
 ϕ:  The off-axis angle (Scattering angle) 
 ψ:  Detector elevation angles.  

 
Figure 3.3 Detailed view of the PDA set-up (Dantec dynamics 2005). 

 
The detectors detect either reflected or refracted light that are scattered from the droplets. The 
phase difference Φ measured between the signals from the detectors for the reflection mode is 
related to drop diameter by: 
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And for refraction the phase shift relation becomes: 
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  (9) 
 
where: 
 dp = Diameter of particle/drop 
 λ  = Wavelength at scattering light 
 nrel = nparticle / nmedium  
 
The detector probe has four different detectors and measures two independent phase 
differences. The two phase differences should yield the same particle diameter according to 
equation (9) and thus the diameter can be validated by comparing the two measurements 
(Dantec Dynamics 2005).  
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The light scatters with different intensity in different directions for the reflection and 
refractive mode, which is the property that makes PDA possible. 

Light scattering from small particles 
A propagation of light can be expressed by electromagnetic fields that are described by 
Maxwell’s equations. Lorenz and Mie separately found the solution of the wave equation for a 
homogeneous plane wave incident on a spherical particle. The Lorenz –Mie theory (LMT) 
was born. The main part of this theory is to replace an incident plane wave to a sum over 
spherical waves in space. The wave equation in spherical coordinate is then solved for each 
incident wave and superpositioned. Different solutions of the wave equation are necessary and 
two of them are presented in (Albrecht et al. 2003). One is solved for homogeneous plane 
waves and the other is for spherical waves. When sphericity of a particle is assumed, solutions 
of the wave equation in spherical coordinates are desirable. The wave equation described in 
spherical coordinates is described as (Albrecht et al. 2003):  
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To simplify, the spherical particles act as a source of spherical waves. From the spherical 
wave equation scattering functions can be calculated. The intensity calculated with Lorenz-
Mie theory (LMT) is derived from these scattering functions and is the sum of all scattering 
orders. The intensity varies with different off axis angles, θ. The length L in Figure 3.4 
corresponds to the intensity on a logarithmic scale. The upper quadrants are for parallel light 
polarization and the lower quadrants are for perpendicular polarization relative to the 
scattering plane. 

 
Figure 3.4 Intensity in different modes for different angles (LMT)(Dantec Dynamic 2005). 

 
The other way to describe scattering of a sphere is by geometrical optics (Snell’s law). This 
technique is only applicable when the particle diameter is much larger than the wavelength of 
the scattering light (dp>>λ) (Albrecht et al. 2003). When the incident ray hits the surface of a 
drop it splits up into several parts with different intensity. The intensity of the incident ray is 
divided into both reflected and refracted rays (Figure 2.8). Fresnel’s formula describes the 
fraction of incident energy transmitted or reflected at the drop surface and is dependent on the 
incident angle, change in refractive index and the polarization (Pedrotti and Pedrotti 1996). 
The incident angle converts to a new scattering angle given by Snell’s law. The scattered 
intensity varies with different off axis angles θ. In Figure 3.5, L1 is the length from the origin 
to the first order refraction line. For water, in the off axis angle θ1=73.7 ° or i.e. the Brewster 
angle, only intensity from the first order refraction appears and the intensity from reflection 
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extinguishes completely. Measuring with PDA with the detector in this angle, the first mode 
of refraction is dominating. 

 
Figure 3.5 LTM intensity (Dantec Dynamics  2005). 

 
Measurements in a different off axis angle, 2θ  give different relative intensities at the detector 
from the first refractive order and reflection. Along L2, both reflection and first order 
refraction contributes to the received signal, which may yield erroneous measurements 
(Dantec dynamics 2005). However, the intensity from first order refraction is approximately 
2.5 times higher than the one emitted from reflection and thus dominates the scattering 
(Figure 3.5). 
.  
Albrecht et al. (2003) visualize this phenomenon by plotting the intensity in different off axis 
angles for a plane wave with wavelength λ = 488 nm scattering on a particle of water with 
size dp=100 µm. Figure 3.6 shows the resulting intensity for different scattering angles of a 
water droplet. At the Brewster angle 73.7 °, the reflection intensity extinguishes completely 
and the first refraction mode is dominating. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Scattering light intensity as a function of scattering angle for a water droplet (Albrecht et al. 2003). 
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When measuring other less transparent medium like black liquor, the intensity from first order 
refraction is assumed to be much smaller. Therefore it is convenient with measurements in the 
reflection mode at an off-axis angle of about 90°. 

3.3.1 PDA Configurations 
The PDA system consists of two probes; a transmitter and a receiver. The two main PDA 
techniques are: Fiber and Dual PDA. The difference between Fiber and Dual- PDA is the 
configuration in the receiver probe. Which configuration is elected depends on atomized fluid 
and nozzle assembly.  

Standard PDA   
The benefits with the standard PDA are easy set-up and alignment. Dantec Standard PDA 
probe (Figure 3.7) has a possibility to change aperture masks in three different ways to adapt 
altered size measurement ranges. Mask A for small size range, mask B for medium size range 
and a third mask, C for large size range (Figure 3.8). The masks are divided into three 
different areas U1, U2 and U3 with different receivers for each area. These are placed in the 
receiving probe (Figure 3.8). (Dantec dynamics 2005) 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Receiving probe for standard PDA technique (Albrecht et al. 2003) 

 

 
Figure 3.8 Three different receiving apertures (masks) (Albrecht et al. 2003) 

 
Standard PDA measures three phase differences, U1-U2, U1-U3, and U2-U3 but only two of 
these phase differences are independent. The two independent phase differences give an 
extended range and a validation possibility. The validation procedure compares the two phase 
differences, which should yield the same particle diameter. The phase difference is also a 
measurement of the curvature of the particle. With standard PDA, two curvatures are 
measured along one meridian to determine sphericity (Figure 3.9). Still, this is not a complete 
validation because particles could have a different curvature in an orthogonal direction 
(equator). 
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Figure 3.9 A three detector standard phase Doppler system (Albrecht et al. 2003). 

 

Dual-PDA 
Dual PDA is a combination of a planar and a standard phase Doppler system. Phase 
difference is measured for the curvature of the particle in two perpendicular directions (Figure 
3.10). Curvature measurements in two directions provide the ability to reject non-spherical 
droplets more accurately than for the standard PDA set up.   
 

 
Figure 3.10 DualPDA optical arrangement (Albrecht et al. 2003). 

 
Like standard PDA, Dual-PDA is configured with three different masks, each mask for 
different particle size range. With mask opening U1 and U2, phase difference for standard 
phase Doppler system is measured. Opening V1 and V2 give the phase difference of planar 
phase Doppler systems (Figure 3.11). 
 

 
Figure 3.11 Changeable aperture plates, Dual-PDA system (Albrech et al. 2003). 

 
Dense and non transparent sprays are easier to detect with Dual PDA since it is optimized for 
this type of application. When measuring in dense sprays with low transparency like black 
liqour, the most favourable scattering angle range for Dual-configuration is 140˚-160˚. Dual 
PDA also enhances mass flux measurements. The receiving probe for Dual-mode phase 
Doppler system shown in Figure 3.12 is the one used by Dantec.       
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Figure 3.12 Dual-PDA receiving probe (Albrecht, H. et al. 2003). 

 
The test facility consists of a pressurized environment with appropriate windows with the 
possibility of measurements with both Standard- and Dual PDA.  

3.3.2 Preferable side port angles 
The side port locations was decided only according to PDA configuration demands. These 
angels are referred from the transmitter laser beam probe placement and are counted 
clockwise (Figure 3.13). The angles were: 
 
A. 0˚ Transmitter window 
 
B. 106.3˚ Brewster angle for water.  
  For first order refraction measurements (73.7˚ off-axis). 
 
C. 210˚ Optimal for Dual-PDA (30˚ off-axis) and dense sprays using Standard PDA 
 
D. 270˚ Perpendicular to the transmitter side port and useful for reflection measurements 

and possible usage for other measuring methods (90˚ off-axis). 
 

 
Figure 3.13 Side port angles 

 
The preferred angles were decided along with the diameter of each circular opening. Due to 
this the distance between the side ports must be paid extra attention. This distance is of high 
importance both for manufacturing (welding) purposes as for the strength and resistance 
against collapse. 

Measuring region 
The final window placement restricts the volume to measure in. As a tool to determine the 
possible region to measure depending on side port diameter, length and position, a graphical 
estimation was made. It was made with the preferred angles setup and different side port 
lengths to get a coarse estimation of the region of possible measurement within the 
pressurized vessel. Figure 3.14 shows the separated laser beams in its minimum and 
maximum positions. By moving the laser beams, one can examine the smallest and largest 
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area to cover with a certain configuration and test how side port diameter and length affects 
the size of the measuring region. 

 
Figure 3.14 PDA laser beams 

LEFT: Restricting beams for PDA measurements, 0 mm separation 
RIGHT: Restricting beams for PDA measurements, 80 mm separation 

 
3.4 Spray traverse system 
Since the side ports gives limited access to the entire spray, the spray lance (Figure 3.15) 
needs to be traversable in the vertical and rotational directions. This will make the 
measurement volume adjustable and similar to a cylinder, all to make the measurement region 
as large as possible. Another application that the spray lance traverse system has to manage is 
the resulting force from the maximum pressure of 15 bar, acting in the vertical direction 
 
The spray lance is constructed of two pipes with different size. The smaller one extends into 
the larger. The inner pipe is for fluid and the outer pipe is for the atomization air. Different 
nozzles can be applied to the end of lance yielding different spray patterns.  
 

 
Figure 3.15: Spray lance.  

 
A large flange at the gable on top of the vessel was decided to fit the existing spray lance. A 
couple of different sealing proposals between the spray lance and the pressurized vessel were 
considered and the resulting concept became a pipe placed through a lid on top of the vessel 
gable. Inside the pipe, two milled tracks were made where o-ring sealing gaskets were placed 
(Figure 3.16).  
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Figure 3.16 The flange lid with the sealing o-ring pipe 

 
This type of sealing solution is used in industry pneumatic cylinders and is a safe and 
common way to seal high-pressure applications. To assure that the seal will be tight, a surface 
finishing of the spray-lance was made and a surface lubricate was added to avoid dehydration 
of the o-ring gaskets.    
 
3.5 Purging air 
The spray that is going to be measured contains very small droplets with high speed. These 
droplets must not interfere with the optical windows since contamination would cause 
misalignment of the laser beams and make measurements impossible. Therefore, the necessity 
of a purging air system was investigated. A purge flow is intended to work as a protection 
from droplets directly from the nozzle and for those carried by recirculated flow.  
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were used to simulate two designs 
concepts with purged air. Since the CFD simulations only show an approximate flow field, 
practical tests were made as verification. For these simulations and in the real application, it is 
important that the spray nozzle flow dominates inside the domain. Otherwise, the purging air 
might cause an asymmetric spray cone and then the PDA measurements would not be 
representative. The results of both simulations and experiments with the final vessel 
determined which air purging system to use.  
 
Simulations were made with the commercial software package ANSYS CFX 10.0. 

3.5.1 Purging concept 1: Air-wall 
This solution was based on using a set of flat nozzles mounted to create an overlapped curtain 
of high velocity air past the cavity of a side port, forcing small particles to follow the stream 
downwards. It should help avoiding spray fluid reaching the glass. 
 
For this concept, it was important to consider the jet pattern, i.e. the way the air is spread by a 
nozzle. As a flat and broad air stream is required, a flat nozzle should be chosen. The optimal 
distance between the nozzle and the object depends on the type of work the nozzle is intended 
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to perform. For the purpose to blow off small particles over a large surface it is advantageous 
to increase the blowing distance and thereby cover a greater area. 

Implementation of concept 1 
SILVENT 973 (Figure 3.17) is a flat nozzle made of stainless steel and this nozzle was used 
as a model in the simulations for the air-knife concept. The nozzle creates an air stream with a 
broad striking surface and is capable of withstanding high ambient pressure and temperatures 
along with high corrosive resistance (Silvent 2005). 
 

 
Figure 3.17 Silvent air nozzle 973 and the air cone pattern (Silvent 2005).  

 
The nozzles can be placed above each optical access opening to produce an air wall in front of 
the cavity inside the side port. In the CFD simulations three nozzles were placed in a row 50 
mm above the top of a side port. The distance between the nozzles was 20 mm. With these 
distances, the air cone pattern from the three nozzles should cover the side port opening 
(Figure 3.18).    
 

 
Figure 3.18 Purging air wall. 

 

3.5.2 Purging concept 2: Air-ring 
The second concept was a concept with air inlets placed around the side port (Figure 3.19). In 
the simulations, various inlet directions were used: perpendicular to the wall or directed 45° 
towards the center of the vessel. The flow was also spread with either 0° or 45°. The air ring 
concept was intended to fill the entire volume inside the side port creating a ”lid” and thereby 
preventing contamination. The air-ring assembly consisted of six inlets evenly distributed 
along the circumference. 
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Figure 3.19 Small purged air holes formed as a ring around the side port. 

Implementation of concept 2 
The purged air ring was placed as a flange with inserted channels directed towards the interior 
of the vessel, combined with the glass attachment (Figure 3.20). The flange would then be 
removable which makes it easy to implement. This would be convenient if the air knifes could 
not be used for certain sprays. 

 
Figure 3.20 Side port with and with an extra wreath.  

 

3.5.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was used to determine the flow pattern inside the 
vessel and for studies on how droplets would affect the windows. Although, the main part to 
study was the necessity and the design of a window purge. With a CFD model of the pressure 
vessel and the spray one achieves a better understanding on how the flow in the entire vessel 
could behave in the real application. In this section the background of CFD is presented. 
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Introduction  
Flows can be described with partial differential equations (PDE). These equations are solvable 
(exactly) only for a few practical cases. More complex flows cannot be solved directly but 
approximated with a numerical method. The flow must then be dived into smaller parts in 
which the differential equations can be applied. To divide the flow domain a discretization 
method is used, which approximates the flow domain in a finite number of points in space 
and/or time. These points form an algebraic equation system that can be solved with one of 
several methods. The accuracy of this numerical solution is in direct connection to the quality 
of the discretization (Feriziger and Peric 1999). 
 
Since the 1940s, analytical solutions for simplified or idealized situations have been available 
to most fluid dynamics problems encountered. Although it was soon realized that a wide 
range of problems, especially for industry applications, still needed to be solved for more 
complex situatiuons than the simplified ones. This became the start for the development of the 
computational methods that later were refined and implemented in commercial software of 
today. These early methods included perturbation techniques and scale similarity analysis 
which could be used in applications for viscous flow problems and inviscid compressible 
flow. At this time, methods to solve ordinary differential equations (ODE) or PDE were 
avaliable, but only in theory. The application of these soultion techniques for many degrees of 
freedom, was not feasible until the 1970s and the development of the first CFD codes. Since 
the 1980s, commercial CFD codes are widely used for modeling and optimization of complex 
geometries and flows applied in areas such as aerodynamics, industrial flows and chemical 
reactions. With correct approximations and assumptions, CFD combined with experimental 
results, is a powerful tool in engineering. 

Conservation – principles 
Conservation laws can be derived by considering a control mass and analyze the properties of 
this domain in terms of momentum and energy. This approach is used to study the dynamics 
of solid bodies where such control masses are easily identified. Dealing with fluid flows, it is 
more convenient to analyze a fixed spatial region called control volume, rather than follow a 
certain particle that passes quickly through the region an interest. Inside this volume 
conservation laws for mass and momentum can be applied (Kundu 1990).  
 
As mass can neither be created nor destroyed inside a certain control mass and the momentum 
is related to the action of all summarized internal and external forces, one can write the 
conservation equation for the momentum based on Newton’s second law of motion: 
 

 ∑= f
t
vm

d
)d(  (11) 

 
where f contains the surface and body forces acting on the fluid in a control volume, m and v 
are mass and velocity respectively. This law governs the global state inside a control mass and 
must be transformed for fluid flow inside a control volume. 

Conservation of mass 
Consider a fixed volume in space. With density ρ, the rate of increase of mass is the volume 
integral: 
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The rate of mass flow (Figure 3.21) out of the fixed volume is the surface integral 
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Figure 3.21 Illustration of the mass flow 

 

Since the basic mass conservation law, 0
d
d

=
t
m  must be fulfilled: 
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Equation (14), rewritten with Gauss divergence theorem yields the continuity equation using 
tensor notation (Kundu 1999): 
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Conservation of momentum 
The law for the conservation of momentum can be expressed in the differential form directly 
by applying Newton’s law of motion to an infinitesimal fluid element (Kundu 1999). The 
general component for surface force is: 
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Figure 3.22 Illustration of the surface force 

 
Let ig be the body force per unit mass due to gravity, then igρ  is the body force per unit 
volume. Newton’s law gives Cauchy’s equation of motion (Kundu 1990): 
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Analyzing the properties for a Newtonian fluid one can derive the constitutive equation that 
relates the stress to the rate of strain (Kundu 1990). For Newtonian fluids the stress tensor ijτ , 
is expressed as: 
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For incompressible flows (18) becomes: 
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whereµ  is the dynamic viscosity and p is the static pressure.  
 
Hence the equation of motion is obtained by substituting the constitutive equation (19) into 
Cauchy’s equation (17): 
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Equation (20) is the Navier-Stokes equation for an incompressible Newtonian fluid that the 
pressure vessel CFD model was based on. 

Turbulence 
The main cause that produces turbulence inside the vessel, is the high velocity air introduced 
by the spray. Turbulent flow is a chaotic state of eddies or whirls (with different length scales) 
and thus movement in three dimensions. A nondimensional quantity, the Reynolds number is 
an accepted measure to determine whether a flow is turbulent. The Reynolds number is the 
ratio of inertial to viscous forces and is formulated as: 
 

 Re U L ρ
µ
⋅ ⋅

=  (21) 

 
where U is the velocity, L the length scale, ρ and µ are the density and viscosity respectively.  
When the Reynolds number exceeds a certain number turbulence occurs. Although a turbulent 
flow instantaneously satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, since there is a tremendous range 
of scales to be decided, turbulence is a very difficult phenomenon to handle and nearly 
impossible to predict in detail for industrial flows. As a consequence of the enormous 
computational effort to fully determine a turbulent flow the general interest lies in finding the 
gross characteristics in such flows. 

Averaged equations of motion, Reynolds theory 
Reynolds decomposition separates the turbulent variables as the sum of a mean and a 
fluctuation (Kundu 1990).  
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where iu% and p% are the gross characteristics of the velocity and pressure. iU  and P  are mean 
quantities of the velocities and pressure. u′ and p′  are fluctuations. 
The mean quantities are regarded as ensemble averages. The mean momentum equation can 
be rewritten: 
 

 1 iji i
j i

j i

U UU g
t x x

τ
ρ
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Comparing equation (24) with (19) there is an additional stress, jiuu0ρ−  acting in a mean 
turbulent flow. These extra turbulence stresses on the mean field of a turbulent flow are much 

larger than the viscous contribution 
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fluctuations are small. 
 
The tensor jiuu0ρ−  is called the Reynolds stress tensor. Dealing with turbulence, modeling 
this term is the fundamental problem to solve. To describe this term and to make an 
estimation of the mean flow properties, a model is necessary. 

k-ε model 
The k-ε model is a robust model that is simple to apply. It is often used as a standard for 
industry applications and was assumed to describe the turbulence in the present simulations 
with reasonable accuracy. The model is applicable to the jiuu part of the Reynolds stress 
tensor as:  
 

 2
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ji
i j ij T

j i

UUu u k
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Where 21
2 ik u= is the specific turbulent kinetic energy and Tν  is the eddy viscosity.  

The eddy viscosity describes the turbulence and is the variable to model. The k-ε model 
describes the eddy viscosity as: 
 

  
2

T
kCµν
ε

=  (26) 

 
WhereCµ  = 0.09, is an empirical constant and ε is the dissipation of k, i.e. the kinetic energy 
loss per second. These variables are described and solved by two additional differential 
equations. 
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Discretization - Finite Volume Method 
Discretization is the method to convert differential equations into algebraic equations. 
Different discretization methods are finite difference, finite element and finite volume. The 
finite volume method is used in most commercial CFD software and in the simulations made 
on the spray test facility (Feriziger and Peric 1999). The finite volume method divides the 
domain into a finite number of contiguous control volumes (Figure 3.23). The differential 
equations (Navier-Stokes) are then applied to all these volumes. The computational node of 
interest where unknown variables are calculated lies in the centre of the control volume. 
 

 
Figure 3.23 Description of a 2-D grid with computational nodes. 

 
The finite volume method is very suitable for complex geometric fluid models since it can 
conform to any type of grid. The grid defines the control volume boundaries and is not 
necessarily related to a coordinate frame. With an incompressible flow, the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equation applied in a control volume becomes: 
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This equation is valid in any point in a domain. The finite volume method uses the integral 
form of the conservation laws as its starting point. Using the continuity equation (15) on 
equation (27) written on integral form: 
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Equation (28) can be rewritten with Gauss divergence theorem, which then becomes: 
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applied to one control volume dV. 
With a summary of all control volume equations one obtains the global conservation equation, 
since surface integrals over the inner control volume faces cancel out. Thus global 
conservation is achieved by definition, in this case conservation of momentum. To express 
variable values at control volume boundaries i.e. the surfaces of the volume the method uses 
interpolation. Different schemes for interpolation can be used depending on expected stability 
and quality on the discretized domain and the resulting solution. The Navier-Stokes equations 
have the property that the momentum in any control volume (microscopic or macroscopic) is 
changed only by the flow through a surface, forces acting on a surface and volumetric body 
forces. This property is inherited by the discretized equations if the finite volume approach is 
used and the surface fluxes for adjacent control volumes are identical.  Then the integral over 
the entire domain reduces to a sum over the surface of the domain. Overall mass conservation 
follows in the same way from the continuity equation. 
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Interpolation 
Since the computational node lies at the center of every control volume and is the only 
available unknown, one has to approximate boundary net fluxes from adjacent control 
volumes. The surface integrals in (29), are calculated with the approximated value of these net 
fluxes. The interpolation technique decides what value the surface of a domain will adopt. 
 

• Upwind – uses the nodal point value of the upwind control volume and the surface 
assumes this value. (Depends on the local velocity at the surface) – 1:st order accurate 

• Central difference – two adjacent points form a linear transformation. – 2:nd order 
accurate 

• Higher order Upwind – Two (or more) upwind points form a polynom of 2:nd degree 
(or higher) that decide the surface value. – 2:nd order accurate 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.24 Interpolation scheme 

Solution of equations 
The result of the discretization process produces a system of non-linear algebraic equations. 
Non-linear equations must be solved by an iterative technique that involves guessing a 
solution, linearising the equations around that solution and improving the solution by 
repeating the process until a converged result is obtained. Efficient methods for solving such 
equations are necessary to handle large systems and complex geometries. The linear solution 
to the equation system can be solved by well-known direct methods such as Gauss elimination 
or LU-decomposition (Feriziger and Peric 1999). 

Pressure vessel model 
A cad geometry based on the physical pressure vessel was made. Four side ports were placed 
with preferable angles for PDA and the lower boundary of the model was limited by an 
assumed height of the water level. This was thought to be a worst-case scenario since a high 
water level results in a minimized volume for spray particles to recirculate in. This geometry 
defined the boundaries of the volume inside the vessel. An outlet was placed right above the 
water level, elongated to a long (5 times the diameter of the outlet) pipe to help the 
convergence for the solver and was assumed not to affect the results. The geometry is 
illustrated in Figure 3.25. 
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Figure 3.25 The flow domain 
 

Mesh 
The full cad model was cut in half (Figure 3.26) due to a symmetry assumption, hence 
elements with smaller length scale can fill the grid and thereby more accurate results were 
achieved. The generated grid was further refined at inlet regions and walls (inflated 
boundaries) to receive better resolution of the flow.  
 

 
Figure 3.26 The flow domain cut in half 

 
The computations were all based on this geometry. In Figure 3.27 the refinements at purging 
inlets for each concept are shown. 
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Figure 3.27 Pictures of the mesh grid with the regions of high resolution 

 
The total number of elements used for the two purging concepts are shown in Table 3.1. 
 

Table 3.1 Mesh Statistics 

    Air wall Air ring 
Number of nodes  360190 265772 
Number of elements  1744948 1330688 
 Tetrahedra 1604130 1244156 
 Pyramids 9918 731 
 Wedges 130900 85801 
Max Edge length ratio 38,9851 25,1452 

 
Boundary conditions 
For the simulations the vessel pressure was set to 6 bars. The inlet area of the spray nozzle 
was calculated to match a fixed value of the mass flow entering the enclosed volume. The 
atomizing air was simulated and the mass flow was set to 200 m3

n/h defined at normal 
conditions (0˚C and atmospheric pressure, 1 atm = 1.0132 bar) which corresponds to the air 
used in the real spray application.  
 
The elevated pressure affects the properties of air and thus the mass flow. The inlet area was 
set with respect to this to achieve correct velocities from the nozzle. A non-dimensional 
transformation factor for the nozzle area was calculated with the simulation temperature, simT  
and the applied pressure simP : 

 
sim

sim

P

T
0132.1

273Ftransform

⋅
=  (30) 

 
transformF was multiplied with the initial mass flow Q, used in the simulation and a velocity 

profile U with mean velocity; The inlet area was calculated from: 
 

 inlet transformA FQ
U

= ⋅  (31) 

 
The inlet was modeled as a conical spray pattern with a full spray angle of 70˚ (Figure 3.28), 
same as assumed for the BLG atomizer. The expression for axial velocity and the radial 
component were: 
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Figure 3.28 Vectors describing the spray outlet velocity 

 
The ratio of the flow velocity to the speed of sound in the fluid is called the Mach number 
(Ma) and this determines whether exchange between kinetic energy of the motion and internal 
energy needs to be considered. In the CFD model incompressible flow is assumed due to Ma 
< 0.3. 

Droplet distribution 
To simulate the spray, droplet particles were added. The droplets were set to be one-way 
coupled, in other words: the gas phase affects the droplets but the droplets do not affect the 
gas phase. This simplification yielded less computer effort. 
1000 droplets were injected from the spray nozzle as a full 70˚ cone. Their velocity was set to  
same as the gas phase.  
The size distribution was set to a Rosin Rambler distribution and the Schiller Neumann theory 
was used to model the drag force on the droplets.  

Solver (convergence control) 
The interpolation scheme high resolution (in CFX high resolution is a combination of both 
upwind and a higher order scheme) was made to achieve reliable results and also a stable and 
robust method for convergence. Initially, a time step of 0.05 seconds was used for 100 
iterations to get a starting guess that were reasonable. The starting guess was used as an initial 
value for the main simulations with a time step of 0.5 seconds. The convergence criterion was 
set to 10-3 for the residual mean square (RMS) reduction ratio. Global conservation in all 
equations was checked to be within ± 1 %. 

Source of errors  
Although, Navier-Stokes equation with modeled turbulence is a prediction of approximation 
and not an exact description of the turbulent behavior, so model errors could occur. 
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Since the flow domain was divided into a finite number of points in which the differential 
equations are applied, the quality of the results stands in direct connection to the number of 
these computational nodes. The calculations of the equations progressed in these points for a 
number of iterations with a certain time step. When the equation iterations were stopped and a 
solution was obtained, it is always an approximated one due to the fact that it carries a small 
error, a residual, since the equations are solved numerically.  
The approximated boundary conditions that were idealized is another error source that also 
could have contributed to less accurate simulation results. 

Experimental set ups 
Experiments were made to verify the results from simulations and the performance and 
function of the purging air systems in both atmospheric and pressurized condition. 

Purge air wall in atmospheric condition 
Practical attempts with the air knife concept in atmospheric conditions were made on the 
pressure vessel. Four flat air nozzles attached to an air box (Figure 3.29) were placed inside 
the vessel above one side port. 
. 

 
Figure 3.29 Purging air wall droplet protector 

 
Documentation of the spray pattern (only during atmospheric conditions) and window 
contamination was visualized with photographs. A laser sheet created with a cylindrical lens 
was inserted through one side port, thus achieving a surface where the camera could be 
focused.  
 
The working conditions for the spray lance were taken from earlier test runs made in the 
previous test arrangement. Those conditions were 6.5 l/min of water with an amount of 113 
m3

n/h atomizing air. The parts of investigation were: 
 

• The importance of an air purge. 
• If the spray was affected by the purging air wall. 
• Functionality of the air knife due to position of the spray. 
• General appearance and behavior (circulation) of the flow inside the vessel, with and 

without the purging air.  
 
The first displaced position (-) of the spray lance was 200 mm above the center of the side 
port. Next position (+), the spray lance was displaced 400 mm. The purging air wall was 
either on (+), or off (-). The four nozzles delivered 25 m3

n/h of air combined.  
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Each attempt lasted for 5 minutes and then the windows were inspected. The perturbations 
that were examined are presented in Table 3.2: 

 
Table 3.2 Different experimental tests 

Procedure 
number 

Spray 
lance 

position 
Purging air 

wall 
1 (-) (+) 
2 (-) (-) 
3 (+) (+) 
4 (+) (-) 

Purge air wall in pressurized condition 
Some pressurized experiments were done in order to see if the purged air wall fulfils its 
purpose as a droplet protector in pressurized conditions. These experiments were visual i.e. 
the results were achieved by ocular examination. The same air wall as in the atmospherical 
conditions was used and the results are presented in the section of experimental results.     

Spray affection during pressurised conditions 
In the pressurized test runs were mass flow for the spray fluid (water) and the atomizing gas 
(air) were set to 3.5 l/min and 19.5 l/min respectively. The spray cone pattern was visualized 
with snap shot photographs through one optical access window. A flashlight and an external 
flash were used to illuminate the spray pattern during the photo shots. The primary part to 
investigate was the effect of pressure on the spray pattern. 
 
3.6  Equipment 
In the design stage, auxiliary equipment that will be part of the finished vessel was 
considered. Extra attention was directed to the placement of the connections since the finished 
vessel cannot be modified in the pressure supporting parts due to pressure vessel regulations 
(Appendix B). 

3.6.1 Fluid flows 
The maximum gas flow that should be able to enter and exit the vessel was set to 500 m3

n/h. 
The liquid and the gas flows are monitored by flow meters. The vessel also works as a 
reservoir and the liquid (water, black liquor etc.) is pumped to the spray nozzle in a closed 
loop. Two connections, one for the pump and another for quick evacuation of the liquid, were 
placed on the bottom end cap. To prevent possible bottom ooze entering the pump-nozzle 
loop, the pump connection was displaced 170 mm from the wall of the end cap and tilted with 
an angle of 25° from the centerline (Figure 3.30). 
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Figure 3.30 Bottom end cap assembly 

 
The fluid flow was dimensioned according to the existing pump. The pump is a LH3 rotary 
Lobe pump developed by JABSCO in Deutschland (Figure 3.31).  
 

 
Figure 3.31 Lobe pump (jabsco 2005). 

 
Metal parts in contact with liquid are made from low carbon stainless steel to prevent 
corrosion for application of aggressive liquors. This is ideal when measurements with black 
liquor are made. The maximum working pressure is 15 bar and the maximum flow rate is 52 
l/m. Other pump quantities are gathered in Table 3.3.    
 

Table 3.3 Lobe pump data (Jabsco 2005). 

Part 
Number 

Port 
Size 

(inches) 

Displacement 
(litre/100 rev) 

Maximum 
Flow 

(litre/min) 

Maximum 
diff 

pressure 
(bar) 

Maximum 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Dimensions 
LxBxH mm

Weight 
(bareshaft) 

kg 

Temperature 
°C 

Viscosity 
cP 

HY~Line 
LH3   1 3.5 52 15 1500 213 x 192 x 

166 8 -30 to +140 1 to 1 
million

 
Figure 3.32 illustrates how the fluid flows through the pump. The two pump blades moves 
towards each other and force the fluid in a specific direction. This type of pump is appropriate 
for low working pressures and high viscosity fluids and is for that reason preferable especially 
for pumping black liquor (Jabsco 2005). 
 

 
Figure 3.32 Fluid flow through pump (jabsco 2005) 
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3.6.2 Evacuation port 

Atmospheric condition 
Evacuation of air and creation of draught through the vessel is important for the atmospheric 
measurements. It is important to avoid as much re-circulation in the vessel as possible and 
therefore a separate port was added to the vessel wall for this purpose. The port connects to an 
evacuation pipe and at the end of the pipe, an extractor fan can be attached to aid the 
evacuation of air. To create drag, the top cap is lifted and put on resting bolts,. 

Pressurized condition 
When the pressure vessel is enclosed, the atomizing air from the spray nozzle and the purging 
air nozzles will produce an elevated pressure. Therefore a release valve must control the 
pressure inside the vessel. The valve was mounted on a flange lid that can be placed on the 
evacuation port.  
 
As one can contemplate in Figure 3.33, the evacuation port consequently has two purposes, 
one for the atmospheric and another for the pressurized condition.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.33 Two different applications for the evacuation port, (left) atmospheric and (right) pressurized 
measurements.  
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3.6.3 Attachments holdings 
Holdings were placed at suitable locations inside the vessel. The holdings can be used for the 
purging air wall and a droplet catching net. A sheet metal plate ring was attached in the 
middle of the vessel for that application. The net is supposed to catch small droplets and join 
them together to larger droplets and thereby prevent recirculation of small droplets that could 
interfere with the PDA measurements. Attachment plates and air inlets were placed in 
connection to each optical side port. Figure 3.34 below illustrates the attachments and also an 
air inlet over one side port. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.34 Pressure vessel and placement of droplet catching net.
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4 Results 
In this section the final design of the spray test chamber is presented. It contains detailed 
descriptions of the different concepts and why they were chosen. Design drawings on the 
pressurized vessel are shown in Appendix C.    
 
4.1 Pressure Vessel 

     
Figure 4.1 3-D model of vessel 

 
The reason to make the main frame as a pressure vessel with a diameter of 500 mm was based 
primarily on the PDA setup. Since the focal distance of the optics is 500 mm a larger diameter 
would force the optical access windows to be close to the face of the vessel. A larger diameter 
would also shorten the side port lengths and limit the traversing range of the PDA probes.   
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According to the specification of maximum 15 bar operating pressure and the demand of a 
noncorrosive material, the thickness was set to 3 mm of the SS2343 steel material.  
A removable top cap was placed on top with a large flange and the bottom cap was welded 
onto the vessel. The evacuation port was placed 2100 mm above the bottom cap. 
The vessel height 4000 mm (5600 with legs) yielded a reservoir tank volume of 400 l 
(restricted by the evacuation connection) for the spray liquid. Flanges and connections have 
PN16 standard. The pressure vessel was designed according to the EN13445 European 
standard for pressure vessels. Figure 4.2 shows the pressure vessel and its dimensions.  
 

 
Figure 4.2: Dimensions of the pressurized vessel 
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4.2 Sight glasses 
Because of the importance of optical pureness, quartz glass quality SILUX (Scientific lab 
glass 2005) custom made for laser measurement applications was used. In discussion with 
Torbjörn Sima at Chalmers the Silux quality were decided to be used since the application to 
measure droplets through PDA demands high optical quality and a material with high 
transmittance, especially not absorbing certain wavelengths, such as the wavelength area 480-
520 nm. 
 
The mechanical properties (Table 4.1) of fused quartz are similar to those of ordinary house 
window glasses.  
 

Table 4.1 Glass properties 
 

       Standard 
          SQ  SILUX  glass 
Density       [g/cm3] 2,2 2,2 2,47 
Mohs-hardness     - 4,9  ...  5,0   
Knoop-hardness     [N/mm2] 5800 ... 6200   
Elasticity modul     [GPa] 70 72,5 69 
Shearing modul     [GPa] 30 31 28 
Poisson´s ratio     - 0,17 0,17 0,23 
                
Compressive strength     [N/mm2] 1150 1150 170 
Tensile strength     [N/mm2] 50 50 80 
Bending strength     [N/mm2] 67 67   
                
Sonic velocity 
 (longitudinal waves)   [m/s] 5720 5720 5285 
Ultrasonic   
(longitudinal / transverse. 
waves) [m/s] 5940/3770 5940/3770   
                
Internal 
attenuation     - 1 x 10-5 1 x 10-5   

 
 
The material is extremely strong in compression, with a compressive strength up to 1150 
MPa. However, surface flaws can drastically reduce the inherent strength of any glass, so 
tensile properties are greatly influenced by these defects. The tensile strength for fused quartz 
with good surface quality is in excess of 50 MPa. Taking into consideration safety features 
and fatigue, a much lower value than this must be used, the common practice is to lower this 
value with a 7-fold safety factor, which gives the practical design strength of approximately 
7,1 MPa. Other factors that affect the strength of the sight glass are: 
 

• Scratches. The surface should be highly polished and free of scratches.  
• Means by which the glass is clamped (already taken into consideration)  
• The gaskets.  
• Thermal gradients across the window surface and between the surfaces.  
• The rate of pressure increase 

 
The solid mechanic calculation was done to determine the pressure dependency for the glass 
thickness at specified glass sight diameters (Figure 4.3). Note that the glass thickness 
estimations correspond to the ones performed by Scientific Lab Glass with standard DIN 7080 
(Appendix C) 
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Glass thickness for certain diameters depending on applied pressure
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Figure 4.3 Glass thickness dependency 

 
The glass thickness for 15 bar pressure, outer diameter 250 mm and sight diameter 230 mm 
with SILUX properties became 56.7 mm. An illustration of this is shown in (Figure 4.4). 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Quartz glass window attachment 

 
 
The specimen (Figure 4.5) purchased from SLG and manufactured by Sico was calculated 
with the DIN 7080 standard according to the inspection certificate (Appendix E) and has a 
thickness of 58 mm. It was confirmed by Det Norske Veritas (DNV) with the DIN 7080 
standard and proved by Sico with a certificate in Appendix F. This was the most appropriate 
dimension concerning both vessel diameter and cost.  
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Figure 4.5: Quartz glass window 

 
4.3 Placement of optical access ports 
Examining the possibility of using the preferred angles, one encounter the strength problem 
described in section 3.3. The distance between side ports C and D becomes too short resulting 
in a weak construction. In Figure 4.6 the distance between ports C and D is plotted versus the 
placement of port D. 
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Figure 4.6 Distance between C-D 

Strength demands 
To keep side port A and D perpendicular, port D must be displaced in direction towards A to 
fulfill the solid mechanical strength demands from the pressure vessel manufacturer. An 
absolute minimum distance between ports C-D must be 20 mm to achieve an approved 
construction (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7 Possible position of side port D 

 
With side port D displaced towards side port A, the displacements relations between the side 
ports A, C and D are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Distances between side ports A-D and C-D 

 
To achieve at least a minimum of 20 mm of material between port C and D, port D was 
decided to be displaced 30 mm from the vessel centreline towards side port A. According to 
FEM calculations (Appendix G) performed by DNV, sufficient strength is accomplished. 

Placement 
• The first port, A (0°) is the one used for the transmitter probe only.  
• Next side port, B (106.3° counted clockwise) is chosen for measurements in the first 

refraction mode with off-axis angle 73.7° for Standard-PDA (see 0) measurements.  
• The third optical access C is placed with off-axis angle 30° (210°) in order to measure 

with Dual PDA but also with Standard (fiber) PDA in dense sprays. 
• Port D has an off-axis angle 90° and perpendicular to A and it has a displacement of 

30 mm towards port A (resulting in a minimum distance, 22 mm to C) and will be 
used for the reflection mode in PDA but can also be used for other optical measuring. 
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The length of the side ports is decided to be 150 mm from the outer radius of the vessel. With 
this length a non-restricting ability to traverse the probes is achieved. The final design is 
shown in Figure 4.9: 

 
Figure 4.9 Final design and positions of the optical access windows 

 
Hence, these angles are in theory the angles where only one order of refraction or reflection 
dominates must the side ports angles be chosen according to that. If other angles were chosen, 
simultaneous detections of different scattering intensity modes are present and the relationship 
between phase and drop diameter is not directly proportional, which would make the 
measurements much more complex. 
 
The placements of these angles are primarily set to fulfill the demands of PDA measurement 
and secondary to create a flexible design for other optically based measuring techniques. Such 
techniques will most certain be used in the future and should be possible to apply in the test 
facility. 
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4.3.1 Measurement volume 
An estimation of the possible measurement region shows that it forms the shape of a polygon 
(Figure 4.10) and depends on the side port diameter. With a rotation of the nozzle one could 
reach the full boundary of the spray diameter (approximately 200 mm) of the actual spray 
cone. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.10: Measure area estimation 
LEFT: Beams through A and B side ports (Brewster angle measure mode) 
RIGHT: Beams through A and C side ports (DUAL angle measure mode) 

 
 
The size of the measuring volume is restricted by the diameter of the open sight glass, the side 
port angles, the beam separation at the laser probe and the focal length, which in this case is 
500 mm. 
 
For measurements through view ports A and B (Brewster angle) the southern and western 
boundary is primarily limited by the focal length and the east and north boundary is restricted 
by the sight diameter of the glass. 
Likewise for measurements through A and C, it is even more obvious that the northern and 
southern borders are limited by the focal length. The west and east line are limited by the 
sight diameter. 
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4.4 Refractive index 
When measuring with laser through different medium it causes some problems due to 
refractions and reflections. There are laser refractions and reflections in the quartz glass 
windows and also refraction caused by the elevated pressure, and hence elevated density and 
refractive index inside the vessel. When a laser beam refracts through a glass window the law 
of reflection (Figure 4.11) and refraction (Figure 4.12) determines the laser beam path.  
 

 
Figure 4.11: Reflection 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Refraction (Refraction 2005) 

 

Law of reflection 
When the laser beam (incident ray) is reflected at an interface between two uniform media (1 
and 2) the reflected beam remains within the plane of incidence (Reflection 2005). The angle 
of the incidence wave is also equal of the reflected ray. The plane of incidence includes the 
incident ray and the normal to the interface:  
 
 ri θθ =  (33) 

Law of refraction 
If the ray is refracted at the interface the transmitted ray remains within the plane of incidence 
(Refraction 2005). The formula of Snell’s law follows.   
 
 )sin()sin( 2211 θθθθ ⋅=⋅  (34) 
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This formula can always be used when rays of light refract through a uniformed media. 

How is the glass layer affecting the focal distance? 
In Figure 4.13 a schematic sketch of a laser beam through the actual quartz glass layer used in 
the pressure vessel is described.  
 
 

 
 A: Perpendicular length between the laser cannon and the quarts-glass. 
 B: Perpendicular length between the glass layer and the focal point. 
 C:  Beam length separation. 
 X: Sin length for the laser beam in the atmospheric region. 
 Y:  Sin length for the laser beam across the glass layer.  
 Z:  Sin length for the laser beam in the pressurized region. 
 θ1, θ2, θ3: Angles for the laser beam used in Snell’ s law. 
 

Figure 4.13 Beam path through smooth quartz glass 
 
What is the effect on the focal point when putting a glass layer in the beam path? It would of 
course change in some direction. Figure 4.13 shows that the focal distance should be longer. 
With calculations one can show how much longer the focal distance would be.  
The focal distance without the glass-layer is 500 mm. The maximum value of the beam length 
separation is 80 mm, (C = 80 mm). With these values, the angle θ1 was calculated with 
trigonometric relations. 
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With an arbitrary value on the perpendicular length (A=50 mm) between the laser probe and 
the quarts-glass, the length X is calculated. 
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To calculate the angle θ2, Snell’s law is used. The refractive index of quartz glass is, 
nglass=1.462, at temperature 20 degree C and the refractive index of air at one atmosphere 
nair=1.0002692. These parameters and Snell’s law give: 
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Length Y can be calculated with angle θ2 and the thickness (58 mm) of the quartz-glass layer. 
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The simplest way to calculate length Z is to subtract X and Y from C/2.  
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The location of the new focal point measured from the inner glass surface is the perpendicular 
length between the glass layer and the focal point B. With no applied pressure, the angle 3θ  is 
equal to 1θ . Length B (in non-pressurized conditions) becomes. 
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The difference in focal length becomes: 
 
 mm368,1850058 =−++ BA  (41) 

 
The conclusion from these calculations is that the focal distance increases with 18,368 mm 
when the laser beam goes though a 58 mm thick layer of quartz glass. 
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4.4.1 Variations of refractive index due to pressure 
When the laser beam has passed through the quartz glass it will interact with pressurized air. 
The fact that pressurized air has another refractive index compared to atmospheric air yield 
that the laser beam would refract with another angle compared to the initial, depending on the 
refractive index. Consequently the beam will not remain parallel to the incident beam. This 
phenomenon causes problems when traversing the laser equipment since the focus distance 
will change.  
 
The variations of density gradients in air due to refractive index can be calculated with the 
Gladstone-Dale formula (Richard et al). The formula is a simple linear relationship between 
the gas density and refractive index. 
 
 1*)( += ρλGn  (42) 
 
 n: Refractive index 
 ρ: Density [kg/m3] 
 G (λ): Gladstone-Dales number 
 λ: Wavelength [m] 
 
The Gladstone-Dales number is defined with the following formula. 
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For the PDA measurements a Spectra-Physics Argon-ion laser model 2017 was used. The 
argon laser is used between wavelengths 457,9-514,5 nm. Therefore 500 nm have been used 
when the Gladstone-Dales number has been calculated, yielding.  
 
 4( ) 2,264 10G λ −= ×  (44) 

 
This constant is then applied in Gladstone-Dales equation (42).  
 
Air is assumed to be an ideal gas and the ideal gas law can be applied to it (Yunus and Cengel 
1997). The most common form of the ideal gas law is: 
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With P: Pressure [Pa] 
 ρ: Density [kg /m3] 
 V: Volume [m3]  
 T: Temperature in Kelvin [K] 
 R: Gas constant [kJ/(kg∗K)  
 m: Mass [Kg] 
 M: Molar mass [Kg/kmol] 
 Ru: Universal gas constant [kJ/kmol∗K] 
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The refractive index of air depending on the pressure is plotted in Figure 4.14 with the 
Gladstone-Dales equation: 
 

Refractive index due to Gladstone-Dale equation
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Figure 4.14: Gladstone-Dale equation 

 
If the pressure increases from one bar (one atmosphere or 0.1 Mpa) to 15 bar the refractive 
index increases from 1,0002692 to 1,0040386. This corresponds to 0,38 %. With Snell’s 
formula and the diagram of Gladstone-Dales equation, different angles θ3 (see Figure 4.13) at 
different pressures were calculated:    
 
 )sin()sin( 3,2 θθ ⋅=⋅ pressuredifferentairglass nn  (46) 
 
With different values of θ3 length B varies and consequently also the focal distance. The 
perpendicular length A between the laser probe and the quartz glass is also affecting the focal 
distance. In Figure 4.15 the focal distance is plotted versus possible positions of the probe 
(length A) at different ambient pressures. 
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Focal length due to length A
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Figure 4.15  Focal distance due to length A for different ambient pressures. 

4.4.2 Deformed glass 
Another issue affecting the focal distance is possible bending (displacement) of the quartz 
glass due to high pressure. A schematic sketch for the laser beam path with a curved glass 
plate is illustrated in Figure 4.16. 
 

 
Figure 4.16 Beam path through bended glass. 
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Approximating small angles the glass curving can be modeled as an isosceles triangle (Figure 
4.17). The triangle has an angle ∆θ and a displacement ε that depends on pressure.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.17 Approximated curving on glass layer 

 
The angle ∆θ due to bending is calculated with the following formula.  
 

 





=∆

2/230
arctan εθ  (47) 

 
 ε: Displacement due to pressure [mm] (48) 
 
Assuming a worst-case scenario the largest possible displacement is used. This occurs in the 
middle of a circular plate and is calculated with the elementary case formula below 
(Sundström  2000).  
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with P: Pressure [Pa] 
 r: Radius of the plate. [m] 
 a: Point where the displacement is calculated, in our case a = r [m]  
 ν: Poisson ratio 
 E: E-module  
 h: Thickness of the plate [0,058 m] 
   
The angle ∆θ due to bending is plotted versus the pressure in Figure 4.18.  
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Bending angle due to pressure
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Figure 4.18 Angle due to pressure 

 
The maximum displacement for the 58 mm quartz glass plate is calculated to 15 µm at 15 
bars. This will cause a change of the incident angle, ∆θ =0,00747 °. A new focal distance is 
calculated in the same way as before but with variable incident angles and pressure. Snell’s 
formula is used when θ2new been calculated. 
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Length Y recalculated: 
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Then subtract X and Y from C/2 with the same value of X as in the previous calculations:  
 

 )(
2

YXCZ +−=  (52) 

 
As before, Snell’s formula and the equation of Gladstone-Dales is used when different θ3 
values for different pressures is calculated.    
 
 )sin()sin( 3,2 newpressureambientairnewglass nn θθ ⋅=⋅  (53) 
 
A new perpendicular length B, between the inner surface of the glass and the focal point is 
calculated.  
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where 
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With increasing pressure the variables θ3, ∆θ and length B is changed and consequently also 
the focal distance. The perpendicular length A between the laser probe and the quartz glass is 
like before affecting the focal distance.  
 
A combined plot of the focal distance as a function of length A, with increasing pressure and 
displacement is presented in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19 Focal distance with a bended glass plate due to length A 

 

Conclusions of refractive index 
If the pressure is higher than one atmosphere inside the vessel, the quartz glass begins to bend 
and forces the laser beams to take another route through the glass. This will make the focal 
distance shorter but not significant enough to extinguish the effect of the refractive index 
change due to pressure.  
 
The refractive angle θ3 and refractive index remains constant for 1 bar. The glass is also 
unaffected when the pressure is the same at both sides of the glass. If these conditions exist, 
the focal distance is constant with different values of length A. For all other pressure-
conditions, the focal distance changes with length A and problems with optimal focus 
adjustments are possible. The different plots in Figure 4.19 show that phenomenon.  
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Complications in measurement procedure are very time demanding and make it much more 
complex to find focus when traversing the laser. Every movement will cause new 
adjustments. 
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4.5 Purging Air 

4.5.1 CFD simulations 
All simulations were performed with a domain pressure of 6 bars along with the atomizing air 
and a droplet distribution. The flow from the spray nozzle was specified as a 70° full cone jet. 
The inlet radius was adjusted to 5.62 mm. Due to the symmetry cut, the inlet became a 
semicircle. The resulting velocity for the total mass flow of 100 m3

n/h became approximately 
100 m/s. These properties achieved sufficiently similarity with the real application. The spray 
nozzle was placed in a fixed position 300 mm above the centreline of the side ports.  
Along with the atomizing air, water droplets were added to simulate a spray. The droplets 
were inserted through a 5 mm radius inlet (also a semicircle) at the spray nozzle. Simulating 
the gas jet with particles gave insights on how the droplet trajectories may look like in and 
around the window side port. 

Simulations 
A summary of the different simulations is listed in Table 4.2. 
 
Concept 1: The inlet dimensions for each inlet was 24×0.3 mm. Three such inlets were used 
with a flat sheet spray pattern spread with at a 30° angle. The simulations for the air knife 
design was made with three different mass flows: 15, 18 and 30 m3

n/h respectively.  
  
Concept 2: The six inlets, each with a radius of 2.5 mm were used in the simulations for the 
air ring. The inlet directions of the added flow were either perpendicular to the side port wall 
or pointing 45° towards the vessel interior. Along with these directions, two various spray 
patterns were used: a plugged velocity profile and a 45° spread flat sheet. These variations 
were simulated with two mass flows, 15 and 30 m3

n/h thus giving a total of eight different 
perturbations to examine, for the air ring concept.  
 

Table 4.2 Purge flow conditions in the performed simulations 
   
 [m3

n/h] [m/s]  

0 100 ~ 100 Full cone: 70° 
     
 Concept 1: air knife Flat sheet scatter 

1 15 ~ 60 30° 
2 24 ~ 90 30° 
3 30 ~ 115 30° 
     
 Concept 2: air ring Scattering Direction 

4 30 ~ 20 45° 45° 
5 30 ~ 18 0° 45° 
6 30 ~ 13 0° 0° 
7 30 ~ 15 45° 0° 
8 15 ~ 10 45° 45° 
9 15 ~ 9 0° 45° 

10 15 ~ 6 0° 0° 
11 15 ~ 7 45° 0° 

 
Different mass flows were used to determine whether the spray jet was affected by the added 
mass flow or not. However, the primary part of investigation was to examine which concept 
that showed best performance in preventing side port glasses to be contaminated.  
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Spray analysis 
A benchmark simulation (base case, simulation 0) with the gas jet along with droplets was 
made to determine the general flow directions and the droplet distribution. In Figure 4.20 the 
trajectories for the different sized droplets are shown in the upper and lower part of the vessel. 

 

 
Figure 4.20 Flow pattern with droplets in simulation 0. 

 
Seen in Figure 4.20 is that further down in the vessel, turbulence contributes to the path of 
which the particles take. The smallest droplets (20-140 µm) seem to follow the flow and are 
easily affected by the inserted gas. They tend to be trapped in recirculation both in the upper 
and lower part of the vessel. Larger drops (>260 µm) are not affected by circulation and 
basically follow its initial trajectory.  
 
Studying the flow in and around side port B (Figure 4.21), one can observe that the 
surrounding flow contains droplets that find its way inside the cavity, mainly entering in the 
upper part. If these particles moisten the glass, they prevent a clear line of sight necessary for 
PDA measurements. For the current spray characteristics, droplets do not seem to enter the 
side ports directly towards the glass. The simulation shows that four circulated droplets in the 
range 140-260 µm find their way into the side port. 
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Figure 4.21 Detailed view of side port B in simulation 0. 

 
A comparison of the different concepts’ velocities normal to the glass windows inside the side 
ports, gives an estimation on how effective the air purge concepts are to prevent droplets 
reaching the glass windows. In Figure 4.22, the magnitude of the velocity normal to the glass 
surface without air purge is shown. The planes are located 100 mm away (left) from the glass, 
and 30 mm (right) respectively.  
 

 
Figure 4.22 Velocities normal to the glass, 100 mm (left) and 30 mm (right) 

away from the glass surface in simulation 0. 
 
The velocities in the plane on the left shows that the normal velocity is higher in the upper 
part of the side port. The plane on the right shows a decrease in velocity directly towards the 
glass. 
 
In Figure 4.23, the flow and velocities inside and around side port B are shown. The used 
velocity scale describes the region inside the side port where lower velocities appear. Note 
that the spray velocity at the inlet is much higher (~100 m/s) than the scale shows and 
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becomes lower further down but still dominates the circulated flow. The studied planes are 
dividing side port B in half, both vertically (left) and horizontally (right).  
 
 

 
Figure 4.23 Flow pattern and velocities at side port B for simulation 0. 

 
With these spray characteristics, the flow is finding its way into the side port mainly from 
above, and circulates around the jet due to the Quanda effect.  
The circulation from below that has been seen earlier seems to influence the spray to turn 
towards the outlet pipe. Note that the vectors placed in the planes are normalized and only 
show the direction of the flow. 

4.5.2 Air wall 
The simulations 1, 2 and 3 were made with an air purge that consisted of three different 
rectangular inlets placed 50 mm above side port B. The mass flows that were used in the three 
air wall cases were 15, 24 and 30 m3

n/h, respectively. In Figure 4.24 the resulting velocities 
and directional vectors for the three cases are shown. 
 

 
Figure 4.24 Inlet velocity and direction for simulations 1 (left)  2 (middle) and 3 (right). 

 
These air wall inlet conditions (Figure 4.25), shows that the initial vertical flow direction 
changes gradually at about half of the side port and the velocity decreases fast. Figure 4.26 
shows that even though large mass flow is used, droplets can enter the side ports and are not 
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affected much. In general for simulation 1-3, the resulting air wall velocity does not cover the 
entire side port cavity and droplets still enter primarily in the upper part of the side port. 
 

 
Figure 4.25 Flow patterns and velocities for simulation 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). 

 

 
Figure 4.26 Detailed view of side port B for simulation 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). 

 
The normal velocities towards the glass surface inside the side port are presented in Figure 
4.27 and Figure 4.28, 100 mm and 30 mm away from the glass surface, respectively. The 
main flow direction into the side ports seems not to be affected by the air knife. Compared 
with the base case 0, higher velocity flow enters the side port and larger parts are covered by 
flow directed towards the glass. 
 

 
Figure 4.27 Velocities towards the glass 100 mm away for simulation 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). 
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Figure 4.28 Velocities towards the glass 30 mm away for simulation 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). 

 
None of the mass flows combined with the air wall show any satisfactory results in preventing 
droplet contamination. 
 
In Figure 4.29 the velocities and flow direction through the horizontal plane show similar 
behavior (circulation affects the spray) as the base case and the extra mass flow does not seem 
to affect the spray any further. In simulation 3, the circulated flow seem to have lower 
velocity but on the other hand a region of high velocity from the air knife seem to enter a part 
of the side port instead of passing in front of it. 
 

 
Figure 4.29 Velocities at side port B for simulation 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right). 

4.5.3 Air-ring 
The purging air was supplied at six inlets. The simulations 4, 5, 6 and 7 were made with 5 
m3

n/h at each inlet, thus a total of 30 m3
n/h of air was provided. In Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 

inlet velocities and directions are shown. 
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Figure 4.30 Inlet directions and velocities for simulations 4 and 5. 

 
Figure 4.31 Inlet directions and velocities for simulations 6 and 7. 

 
 
The resulting velocities, flow directions, spray influence and the performance of avoiding 
contamination are presented in Figure 4.32-Figure 4.35. All four simulations (4-7) show that 
droplets that enter the cavity enters from the upper part of the side port. Simulation 4 (Figure 
4.32 right) and simulation 6 (Figure 4.34) show the best result in avoiding droplets. 
Simulation 4 also appears to have the lowest velocity of the recirculated flow.  

 
Figure 4.32 Velocities and purge performance for simulation 4. 
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Figure 4.33 Velocities and purge performance for simulation 5. 

 

 
Figure 4.34 Velocities and purge performance for simulation 6. 

 
Figure 4.35 Velocities and purge performance for simulation 7. 

 
The general conclusion is that the inlet conditions that spreads the air stops droplets more 
efficient than the plugged velocity profiles and that the circulation and its flow directions 
seem to be similar to earlier simulations. 
 
For simulations 8, 9, 10 and 11 an amount of 2.5 m3

n/h for each inlet was used, resulting in 15 
m3

n/h of total air consumption. The different properties concerning direction and inlet velocity 
for simulations 8-11 are shown in Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37. 
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Figure 4.36 Inlet directions and velocities for simulations 8 and 9. 

 
Figure 4.37 Inlet directions and velocities for simulations 10 and 11. 

 
 

The results presented in Figure 4.38 to Figure 4.41 (right) show that the all inlet conditions for 
the air ring is not efficient in preventing droplets to enter the side ports. The velocities are 
decreased immediately outside the inlet thus not performing the intended work.  
 

 
Figure 4.38 Velocities, flow direction and purge performance for simulation 8. 
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Figure 4.39 Velocities flow direction and purge performance for simulation 9. 

 
Figure 4.40 Velocities flow direction and purge performance for simulation 10. 

 
Figure 4.41 Velocities flow direction and purge performance for simulation 11. 

 
None of the simulations 8-11 separates significantly from the results obtained in the base case. 
Flow directions and spray influence are mainly the same. Although the lower mass flow tends 
to attract more droplets to enter the cavity than compared with no purge air (simulation 0). 
 
In Figure 4.42, the velocities directed inwards inside the sight port are presented. The four 
upper velocity planes are located at 100 mm away from the glass and the lower ones are 
located 30 mm away. Simulation 4 (left) shows the lowest velocity both at the first and the 
second velocity plane. Simulations 5-7 are showing similar behavior at the outer velocity 
planes. The regions with flow directed towards the glass are all smaller than the base case. 
Simulation 4 shows lower velocities at both the outer plane and at the one near the glass. 
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Figure 4.42 Velocities towards the glass at side port B. Simulations from left to right: 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

 
For simulations 8-11, none of the configurations show any particular difference in 
performance for the outer plane neither compared to each other nor to the base case.  
Near the glass, the velocity has just barely decreased but the regions where the flow is 
directed towards the glass are smaller than simulation 0 (Figure 4.43). 
 

 

 
Figure 4.43 Velocities towards the glass at side port B. Simulations from left to right: 8, 9, 10 and 11. 
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4.6 Experimental results 

4.6.1 Purge air wall in atmospheric condition 
A laser sheet created with a cylindrical lens was used. The laser sheet was inserted through 
one side port, thus achieving a sheet of light that where the camera could be focused. (Figure 
4.44)  
 

 
Figure 4.44: Cylindrical lens experimental setup. 

 
The parts of investigation are:  
 

• The importance of an air purge. 
• If the purging air wall affected the spray (displaced in any direction). 
• Functionality of the air knife due to position of the spray. 
• General appearance and behavior (circulation) of the flow inside the vessel, with and 

without the purging air.  
 
The experimental procedure is presented in Table 4.3 which gives a summary of how the 
experiments were carried out. The purging air wall flow was set to 30 m3

n/h. The atomizing 
air was set to approximately 100 m3

n/h along with water at 6 l/min. 
 

Table 4.3 Different experimental tests 

Procedure 
number 

Spray 
lance 

position 
Purging air 

wall 
1 (-) (+) 
2 (-) (-) 
3 (+) (+) 
4 (+) (-) 

 
Photos of the spray have been taken on the laser sheet from two different angles. The photos 
on the left side in Figure 4.45-Figure 4.48 are perpendicular to the air wall and the photos on 
the right hand side in are taken towards the air wall. When the particles go through the laser 
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sheet they create a pattern, which was studied in order to determine whether the air wall 
disturbed enough to create a non-symmetric spray.  
  

 
Figure 4.45 Procedure number 1. 

 

 
Figure 4.46 Procedure number 2. 

 

 
Figure 4.47 Procedure number 3. 

 

 
Figure 4.48 Procedure number 4. 

 
According to these photos the purging air wall does not affect the spray cone pattern since the 
spray was not displaced in any direction. 

Droplets contaminating the glass 
Each procedure lasted for five minutes and then two photos of the optical access windows 
were taken. The photographs on the left hand side in Figure 4.49Figure 4.52 were taken on the 
window with purging air wall and the photos on the right hand side in Figure 4.49-Figure 4.52 
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were taken on the opposite window without any purging air wall. This gave a simple visual 
observation on how well the purging air wall fulfills its function as a droplet protector. Figure 
4.49-Figure 4.52 below show the optical access windows after for each procedure. 
 

 
Figure 4.49 Optical glass after 5 minutes in procedure number 1. 

 

 
Figure 4.50 Optical glass after 5 minutes in procedure number 2. 

 

 
Figure 4.51 Optical glass after 5 minutes in procedure number 3. 

 

 
Figure 4.52 Optical glass after 5 minutes in procedure number 4. 
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Purge air wall in atmospheric condition 
The photos in procedure 1 together with the ones in procedure 2 show that the air wall creates 
turbulence inside the side port that forces some droplets onto the window without the purging 
air wall.  
 
In procedure 2 just a few droplets have reached the window surface. The windows have not 
experienced much contamination and this was related to the low position of the spray nozzle. 
The spray cannot produce a spray cone that could contaminate the windows with droplets.  
 
In procedure 3 it is very clear that the air wall fulfills its requirement as a droplet protector. 
The glass that has got the purged air wall protector does not experience any droplets on the 
surface and the glass without droplet protector is almost saturated with liquid. 
 
Procedure 4 only reinforces the conclusion from procedure 3 were both of the glass surfaces 
are covered with droplets.                 
 
A phenomenon that is visible when one looks down the vessel during these test runs is that the 
re-circulation in the vessel seems to be unstable. Compared with the circulation in the CFD 
simulations, surrounding air affected by the ejector effect (from the atomization air) seems to 
pulsate backwards in a periodic manner, although the flow that returns along the walls is 
effectively stopped by the purged air wall. 
 
This could be explained by the purging air wall in atmospheric condition establishing a flow 
near the vessel wall that counteracts with the recirculation of air that the ejection effect from 
the spray lance establishes. 

4.6.2 Purge air wall in pressurized condition 
The experimental results in pressurized condition shows that the purging air wall does not 
fulfil its purpose. The air wall seems to create a vortex inside the side port and a liquor level 
establishes at the optical access windows. This phenomenon disappeared when the air wall 
was shut off. Then instead, small recirculating droplets were able to reach the window. 

The air wall in pressurized condition 
Some gas flows must be added inside the side ports pointed towards the vessel to create 
draught away from the windows. Otherwise a vortex develops in the side port which forces 
the droplets towards the windows.  

4.6.3 Final choice of purging air 
Concept 1 was chosen to progress with mainly due to the practical experiments and the simple 
implementation inside the vessel. The simulations for the flat nozzles (air knife concept) did 
show similar behavior as the real application. Although, during the physical experiments, 
higher velocity was maintained further down the side port and it showed an acceptable 
functionality at least in the atmospheric case. Additional experiments (flows, placements etc.) 
must be made in order to make it functional in pressurized conditions. The idea with purged 
air ring is could be a conceivable solution. Future work must be done in order to solve this 
problem. However, a minor modification to the air-box  was made (Figure 4.53) so it better 
follows the wall inside the vessel (Figure 4.54). This was made to achieve less distraction in 
the flow field inside the vessel.  
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Figure 4.53: Modified air box.  

 

 
Figure 4.54:  Air box and flat nozzles inside the vessel. 

 
Attachment of purging air above each side port. The nozzles were attached to these plates and 
connected to air inlets that were installed at each side port to provide the nozzles with air 
(Figure 4.55). 
 

 
Figure 4.55 Placements of fixture plates and air inlets.  
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4.6.4 Results of spray influence during pressurised conditions 
These test runs were made to confirm and visualize the effect of ambient pressure on spray 
characteristics. The experiments were performed in the spray test facility and documented 
with photographs of the spray through side port A and aiding light through side port D. The 
experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.56. 
 

 
Figure 4.56: Experimental setup of camera   

 
Three tests with different properties were preformed. 
 
1. Atmospheric conditions with a water flow of 3.5 l/min and 19.5 l/min atomizing air. 
2. Pressurized with 5 bar with a water flow of 3.5 l/min and 19.5 l/min atomizing air. 
3. Pressurized with 5 bar with a water flow of 3.5 l/min and 48.75 l/min atomizing air. 
 
In experiment 1 and 2 the same ratio for the volume flows were used.  
For experiment 3, the atomizing air was increased to achieve the same momentum flux ratio 
as in the atmospheric run. The ratio is described as: 
  

 liquid liquid

gas gas

m u
m u

⋅

⋅

&

&
 (55) 

 
where m& is the mass flow and u is the velocity of the gas and liquid phase. 
 
These experiments showed: 

First setup 
In Figure 4.57, two snapshot photos show the spray pattern for the atmospheric test run. The 
lengths of the visualized spray cones are approximately 200 mm. The photos show a narrow 
spray cone with rather fine particles. 

Second setup 
For test run 2, the two photos in Figure 4.58 have captured large droplets with a wider spray 
cone compared with the atmospheric conditions. The break up of liquid seems to be harder to 
accomplish in pressurized conditions, especially in the middle of the spray cone. 

Third setup 
The resulting spray in test run 3 is shown in Figure 4.59. Comparing with Figure 4.57, fluid 
disintegrates into larger particles but with similar cone pattern. Although the number of 
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droplets seem to be higher and the droplet sizes are distributed more evenly than for the first 
test run.  

 
 

 
Figure 4.57: Atmospheric conditions. Liquid flow: 3.5 l/min. Air flow: 19.5 l/min. 
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Figure 4.58: Pressurized: 5 bar. Liquid flow: 3.5 l/min. Air flow: 19.5 l/min. 
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Figure 4.59: Pressurized: 5 bar. Liquid flow: 3.5 l/min. Air flow: 48.75 l/min. 
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4.7 Spray traverse 

4.7.1 Top cap 
The top cap on the pressurized vessel has a flange connection with twenty-four attaching bolts 
(Removable top cap in Figure 4.60). This flange connection makes it possible to open the 
vessel and remove the top and perform atmospheric measurements. Raising the cap 100 mm 
and leave a column were the PDA (Phase Doppler Anemometry) atmospheric measurements 
take place. This is appropriate for the purpose to avoid movement of the optical access 
windows. It also makes it possible to clean the glass windows and modify the equipment 
inside like air pipes, purging air wall etc.    
 

 
Figure 4.60 Removable top cap with column. 

4.7.2 The traversing equipment 
Two threaded shafts were welded to the flange lid (Figure 4.61) that was described in section 
3.4. To attach the spray lance, a bridge between the threaded shafts was made as shown in 
Figure 4.61. The bridge is divided into two halves to simplify the adjustment of the lance and 
change of nozzles. Two bolts are holding the two halves together and the spray lance is 
attached in the center of the bridge.  
 

      
Figure 4.61: The spray lance attachment bridge.  
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Figure 4.62 The top cap and the lance traversing system. 

 
Fixture plates were welded directly to the spray lance with a distance of 50 mm (Figure 4.63). 
 

 
Figure 4.63 Spray lance with fixture plates.  
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The attaching bridge is supposed to be located between these fixture plates, to hold the lance 
in the vertical direction. The lance attachment opening has a radius of 51 mm to make the 
spray lance able to rotate. When desired location is achieved, the lance is fixed with a center 
bolt attached on the lance bridge as in Figure 4.61. Adjusting screw nuts above and under the 
attaching bridge makes it possible to adjust in the vertical direction. In Figure 4.64 the whole 
traversing equipment and the adjusting screws is shown. 
 

 
Figure 4.64: Traversing equipment. 
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4.8 Extra equipment 
Some extra equipment is possible to add. A pressure release valve could be added at one of 
the purged air inlets in top of the vessel to prevent accidents due to pressure. Another useful 
tool is a level indicator to supervise and regulate the liquor level.        

4.8.1 Level indicator  
The maximum fluid volume is 0,409 m3, which is approximately 2 meter of liquor from the 
bottom cap. The level indicator connections must consequently be at least 2 meter apart.       
 
A magnetic level indicator MAGNA VOX, has been the template for determining the 
dimension of the connections. The MAGNA VOX is especially designed for standard 
applications in the field of water, heating systems and storage tanks. The parts in the level 
gauge pipe are made of stainless steel to prevent corrosion. The float is of magnetic type, 
rotatable and made of stainless steel (Figure 4.65). (Vaihinger 2005)  
 

 
Figure 4.65 Vaihinger indicator (vaihinger 2005). 

 
 
The connections in Figure 4.66 on the pressurized vessel are standard DIN-flanges DN25 
PN16 in order to manage the pressure and the viscous medium. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.66: Level gauge connections. 
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4.9 Summary of dimensions and properties 

Restrictions 
• Pressurized up to 15 bars 
• Mass flow rate: ~ 500 Nm3/h. 

Geometry and dimensions  
• Inner diameter   500 mm 
• Cylindrical shell length + end cap 4000 mm +150*2mmm 
• Optical access windows  

o Length from outer line of radius to the quartz glass 150 mm 
o Thickness of the quarts glass layer   58 mm 
o Sight diameter of glass    230 mm (full 250) 
o Angles between side ports 

 A: 0 ° 
 B: 106.3 ° 
 C: 210 ° 
 D: 270 ° (displaced 30 mm from the center of vessel towards A). 

Controls 
• The fluid and the gas flows are adjusted with a flow-manometer 
• All flows are dimensioned according to the existing pump 

o Evacuation tap in the bottom end cap. 
o The pump port has to be displaced from the bottom end cap to prevent ooze 

following the pipe and damage vital parts.     
o Level indicator outside the vessel. 

 
• Purging of optical access windows 

o Air-knife installment 
o Possibility of an air-ring 

 
• Spray, adjustable in two degree of freedoms.  

o Vertically (Z-direction) 
o Rotation (about the Z-axis) 
o The spray lance traverse can be operated in pressurized state 

Design features 
• A flexible top connection  

o Big flange in top of vessel to render possible changes of spray lance 
 

• Removable top cap 
o For atmospheric measurements 
o Inside cleaning 
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• Atmospheric operations 
o It is important to avoid re-circulation in the vessel and therefore a port of 

DN250 size is placed on the vessel. The port can be connected to an extractor 
fan for evacuation of air.  

o Distances between the top cap and the shell can be added for the application of 
atmospheric measurements (with no restrictions of measuring angles).    

 
• Regulations of operating pressure in the vessel 

o The operation pressure arises from the spray nozzle and the purging air 
nozzles.  

o A pressure control valve placed on the evacuation port regulates pressure. 
 

• Equipment of attachment  
o A droplet catching net 

 Re-circulation of droplet should be minimized  
o Fixture plates are attached above each port to simplify attachment of the 

purging air nozzles. 
o Air inlets over each side port to provide the purging nozzles with air. 

Region of possible measure 
• Size of the measurement area and volume. 

o Pressurised  
 Defined from the chosen angles and the glass diameter.  

o Atmospheric 
 The same as for the earlier configuration. (Unlimited) 
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5 Discussion and conclusions  
The project objective was to design and develop a pressurized spray test facility for 
optimization of the Chemrec Black Liquor Gasification (BLG) process. In this chapter, the 
results and development work are discussed. Further, conclusions about test conditions, 
features of the test facility and CFD simulations are given. In the end of this section, 
recommendations for future work are outlined.     
   
5.1 Discussion 
The resulting test facility is easily pressurized and regulated with the release valve on the 
evacuation port. The traverse system positions the spray with millimetre precision. The 
windows provide a large measuring area and withstand the design pressure of 15 bar. The 
PDA measuring probes fit the placing of the side ports. Initial experiments with PDA pointed 
out that configurations for measuring through glass must be made due to optical alignment 
errors. Different properties (amount of gas and liquid) for the atomization have been tested 
and the effect of pressure on spray characteristics has been documented with satisfactory 
result.  
 
CFD simulations with distributed particles predict that small droplets recirculate in the 
domain during pressurized conditions. The circulation velocity was low (~1 m/s) relative to 
the injection velocity. Some small particles (<100 µm) enter the side ports but gravity seems 
to handle particles larger than 200 µm. 
 
During pressurized test runs the circulation inside the pressure vessel is irregular and chaotic 
but seems to decrease if the atomizing air is carefully introduced stepwise. The circulation 
affects small particles, which contaminates the optical view ports. The circulation may cause 
more problems than initially expected. 
 
Further CFD simulations were made with two different air purge concepts. 
 
Even though the necessity of an air purge for the spray test facility was not fully settled, the 
air wall purging concept was implemented and tested. Unfortunately, experiments show that 
the purging air wall does not fulfil its purpose under the tested conditions. The problem with 
the purging air wall is that the jet flow hits the lower part of the side port wall thus directing 
the flow towards window that carries droplets inside the side port. This could be helped by 
adjusting the air wall nozzles with a different angle.  
 
The results from the air wall CFD simulations show that the air wall flow velocity decreases 
fast and recirculated flow inside the side port creates a vortex that yields an opposite purging 
effect. The simulations also show that with to low mass fed to the nozzles, they do not fulfil 
their purpose as window protectors due to irregular flow distribution and low purging air 
velocity.  
 
For the air wall case, the experimental results and the CFD simulations agree well. However 
the atmospheric tests with an aiding evacuation in form of an extractor fan show that the air 
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wall is keeping the sight glasses clean from droplets along with a column between the top cap 
and the vessel wall.  
 
For the other purging concept, the air ring, a wide spray pattern that covers most of the area in 
front of the side ports and fill the volume inside the cavity shows best the performance 
according to the simulations. Looking at flow velocities might not be verification enough, but 
it gives a hint that the air ring concept may work satisfying. The mass flow rate is an issue to 
consider for this concept also. It has to be high enough to make a stream directed toward the 
interior of the vessel and low enough not to affect the spray. Another problem with the air 
ring is that it creates zones of low pressure between the inlets inducing a vortex where 
circulated flow with droplets may contaminate the glass.  
 
The implementation of an air ring might cause a slight reduction of the sight area. The extra 
ring added between the glass and side port also limits the available measurement region. 
 
The glass specimen solid mechanical results assume good workmanship in preparation of the 
glass (quartz) window. Reasonable care must be taken in handling and use to protect surfaces 
from scratches, abrasions, pits or digs that can act as break sources. Glass under stress will fail 
due to a break source. Therefore, surface preparation of glass exposed to thermal or 
mechanical stress is critical. Alternately, defects that are smooth and exhibit a gentle surface 
change are less damaging. The formulas are based on accepted strength of material 
calculations for the geometry and conditions selected. The calculations should in no way be 
interpreted as a guarantee or a warranty of the quartz performance but as a guideline how to 
dimension and design a glass window for usage at elevated pressures. Design should always 
go along with prudent testing and validation of a real specimen. 
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5.2 Conclusions 
The spray test facility was developed in order to optimize spray patterns under the influence 
of pressure. The test facility is made for measuring spray characteristics with PDA laser 
technique. The conclusions concerning the functionality are: 
 
• The test facility consists of a pressure vessel. During test runs the vessel held the pressure 

up to 6 bar. Although, the design is tested and approved for maximum working pressure of 
15 bar.  

 
• The quartz glass specimen are tested and approved for the maximum pressure of 15 bar. 

Great care must be taken when handling (assemble and reassemble) the quartz glass 
windows. Cracks in the windows may interfere with the laser measurements. 

 
• The purging air concept is not fully optimized for pressurized conditions.  
 
• In atmospheric condition, the purging air wall works as intended with a gap between the 

vessel and the top cap.  
 
• The spray traversing equipment is functional in both atmospheric and pressurized 

conditions. The design could easily be applied also in other similar applications. In fact, it 
might be used for test probes in the BLG pilot reactor.  

 
• The pressure control valve is working appropriately and is easy to handle. One 

disadvantage with this feature is the placement. It is placed on a flange lid attached to the 
evacuation port, which is located 2.5 m above the ground. A ladder must therefore be used 
to reach the pressure valve.  

 
• The test vessel has successfully been used to visualize the affection of pressure on spray 

characteristics. 
 
• Experimental work must be done in order to determine the best configurations for the 

PDA measuring system. 
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5.3 Future work 
 
Experimental work must be preformed in order to determine the maximum flows and 
conditions that can be used without contaminate the glass. 
 
The optimal focus adjustment for PDA through the glass must be found and the effect at 
refractive index of air changes due to elevated pressure on the measurements should be 
evaluated.  
 
The most anxious developing work is to find a satisfactory purging air concept that suits well 
for pressurized conditions. Pressurized PDA measurements, with desirable atomization 
properties are not possible before this problem is solved. An investigation should also be 
made to determine if the air wall concept could be modified to work better.  
 
Future work should also be done in order to refine the CFD simulations to find an appropriate 
purging air concept and especially determine the optimum flow rate to feed the purge. The 
purging properties are important since the flow from the purging nozzles must not dominate 
the domain thus causing an asymmetric spray cone. 
 
For security reasons a pressure release valve should be added. If something goes wrong this 
safety feature can be used for quick release of pressure. It could also be used as a pressure 
stabilizer.  
 
Screening walls should be built around the laser traversing system in order to shut out laser 
reflections. The argon laser could cause serious injuries from reflections. 
 
To avoid noise and prevent liquor in the premises an evacuation pipe should be mounted from 
the pressure vessel evacuation port.      
 
The regulation of the pressure control valve could be moved to a more appropriate level 
linked with the evacuation pipe. 
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6 Appendices 
Appendix A 

In this appendix the the declaration of conformity (with European standards of guidelines and 
regulations) settled by standard EN 13445 is presented. 
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Appendix B 
The vessel certificate proved by Det Norske Veritas (DNV). 
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Appendix C 
In this section the drawings of the vessel made by the pressure vessel manufacturer Infjärdens 
Värme AB (IVAB) are shown.  
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Appendix D 
In this appendix the DIN 7080 standard is illustrated. The standard must be followed to 
receive a glass certificate.   
 

DIN 7080 
Dimensional tolerances: 

 
Diameter   
 < 125 mm ± 0,5 mm 
 125 – 200 mm ± 0,8 mm 
 > 200 mm ± 1 mm 
   
Thickness   
 10 – 20 mm ± 0,5 mm 
 > 20 mm ± 0,8 mm 
 
The working pressure values given for DIN-glasses guarantee 8-fold safety, i.e. the sight 
glasses are subjected to a test pressure, which is at least 8 times higher than the working 
pressure. 

 
Figure 6.1 Clamped glass 
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Appendix E 
In this appendix the guarantee certificate from the glass manufacturer Sico is shown.   
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Appendix F 

This appendix is a certificate from DNV that the Sico glass can be used in this pressurized 
spray test facility.  
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Appendix G 
In this appendix the FEM calculation performed by DNV is shown.     
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